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ESTANCIA
Nwi EttabUshedl904

NEWS-HERAL-

Estancia, Torrance County, New

Hur.ld Ktablihed 1908

FROM "SOMEWHERE

RED GROSS
The commission of relief in
Belgium, in connection with its
relief work in occupied territory

Mexico, Thursday,

D

March

14,

1918

Boys
Wear Shirts,
union
suit, undershirts, trousers, coats,
suits, shoes, overcoats, jerseys,
socks (sizes 1 to 9).
Girls Wear Dresses, skirts,
overcoats, night dresses, drawers, under garments, petticoats,
suits (2 piece), blouses, shoes,
stockings (sizes 1 to 6).
Jnfants Wear Swanskin swaddling clothes, cradle chemises,
bodices, cradle dresses, bonnets,
bibs,
diapers,
neckerchiefs,
shoes,
baby dresses, hooded
cloaks, jackets, shawls, sweaters,

(The writer of the following of France and Belgium, has asked the Red Cross to collect for it
letter is a member of an engineer
regiment which was sent to a certain amount of used and
surplus clothing thru out the UnFrance about eight months ago.
Previous to enliBting he worked ited States.
We have agreed to do so and
for the Dean brothers on the
in order that this work may not
)
ranch east of Estancia. Ed
ERNMENT
become a regular activity of the
France,
Red Cross, or to be a precedent socks.
Mr. J. A. Constant.
for a continual collection of such
Miscellaneous
Bed ticks, bed
Estancia, N. M.
THE
articles, THE WEEK FROM sheets, pillow cases, blankets,
Dear Sir:
MAR. 18th TO MAR. 25th ONLY mufflers.
I received and read with pleas
will be devoted to this purpose.
ure the roll of- papers you sent
Denver, Colorado,
AH chapters are requested to
me. I thank you and assure you
JUNIOR RED CROSS
give this work their very earn
March 8th, 1918.
of my appreciation of your willWfe are today sending out noest
in order that the reattention
tices to all farmers and shippers ingness and effort to assist and sults may be a credit to the orThe Junior Red Cross Auxiliary
help the boys from Torrance
of Pinto Beans with whom we
ganization and to provide articles of Estancia is now well organ:
county
army
and
are
the
in
that
have contracts, as well as to
needed by the Releif Organiza ized
and preparing to begin work
navy of the U. S. While I was
bankers and to farmers ortion in its work. It is hoped to
The result of the
in earnest.
only in Torrance county a short
ganizations, that the plan of the
obtain a mimimum of 5,000 tons school election of officers:
time, yet it won a warm place in
Grain Corporation of the U. S.
from the country
this
Treasurer of County Chapter
my heart.
If I am lucky and Campaign week, butduring
Food Administration to take
the com- school funds, D. E. Erickson.'
O.
K
S.
to
A.'
and
the
U.
return
over 1917 crop of Pinto Beans
mission will welcome a much
School committee to work and
that have been contracted be I intend to come straight to the larger amount if it can be seour confer with school officers, Mrs.
S
valley
U.
Estancia
the
after
comes effective at once.
ed.
Ed Roberson, Mrs. R. N. Max
In this connection, you will turns me loose.
JLacn branch should organize well,
Mrs. E L Garvin.
close to the firing
I
have
been
understand that farmers are to
for the work as, in its own judSchool officers of local Junior
be paid 8c per pound for their line almost six months. I have gement, will best meet local con Red Cross:
Chairman, D. E.
talked with soldiers ditions.
Pinto Beans on a recleaned basis met and
'
Erickson; vice chairman, Mrs.
near all parts
and in the bulk.
Absolutely no garments can be Grimmell; Secretary, Mrs. Par-ret- t;
The Food Ad from very
ministration has arranged to buy of the world Canadians, Aus.- received only those articles on
Miss Berger.
tralians,
Irish,
Italians,
British,
these recleaned Pinto Beans
the list of GARMENTSNEEDED
Committees: Finance and enInPortugese,
Zealanders,
New
from the shippers
and the materials in them must tertainments, Miss Head. Supthey have contracts at 10 percent dians (from India), and French. be sufficiently strong and durable plies
and distribution, Mrs,
above what they paid the farmer. I have seen a good many Ger- to warrant cost of transportation BlocE.
mans
any
with
talked
buthaven't
This 10 percent allowed shippers
Garments need, not however be We take this opportunity to
covers the cost of handling, yet.
in perfect repair, as they can be earnestly request the mothers
The more of Europe I see the
cleaning, sacks, etc.
, '
repaired and remade in work and housewives of Estancia and
This plan of the Bean Division better American I am.
rooms of the Commission in Bel community to saye and send to
I consider it a great honor to gium
of the U. S. Food Administration
and France, which provid- the school all worn out garments
will be the means of creating be a soldier in the army on es an occupation and a living
well washed and free of starch
greater demand and a stable European soil of the greatest wage for the women there.
such as old gingham dresses,
'
country
in
the
world.
market for. Pinto Beans in the
The Mountain Division is ask aprons, woolen and outing under- We are as well paid and pro
future.
This plan is the best
ed to furnish 300 tons of these
old shirts, sheets, pillow
that has ever been offered to the tected better, and as well clothes. Of course Torrance
cloths and napkins,
table
equipped
equipped
not
if
better
farmers and shippers of the
County WILL DO her share.
in fact all old material that has
articles
West to bring to the attention of (despite the many
People of this county and Es been frequently washed and will
the consumers of the East one of in the papers to the contrary) as tancia must help in this great not fade. Most of such stuff is
any army now fighting in this
their leading crop?.
work. We are not slackers and to be cut into fine snippings to
Your
in giving world war.
right now we must go over our
While
this regiment I am with own wardrobe and plan to send fill comfort and rest pillows, and
this matter full publicity will be
to be cut in
inch
is separated at the present from
appreciated.
some articles to our downtrodden squares for gun wipes.
the
rest
army,
of
the American
Yours truly,
sister countries. Just think, a This work the small children
we have a good idea of what the
U. 3. Food Administration,
pair of your discarded shoes may
rest of the boys (Sammies) are keep poor Belgian or French- can readily do and we kindly ask
By O. H. LIBERS.
a
the mothers to send bundles of
doing.
.
feet from freezing.
men's
these old materials to the school
I think I am the . only one in
Either summer or winter clo by their children.
A STRENUOUS TRIP
this regiment from Torrance thing
is acceptable.
The ladies who have no way of
county.
We are split up in dif
The Estancia chapter has not sending please notify committee
ferent detachments, and have planned
their campaign fully and we will gladly gather up
Dear Editor:
been all the time since we arrived
but their will be a box at the what you have to give.
I have been intending to write in France.
Wright Clothing Co., so that all
to you for some time but have
If anyone has worn blankets,
I know very few of the men in country people may leave their
been so busy since coming here the other companies.
Town people who
donations.
that I have neglected to do so.
I notice you addressed the pa
are not solicited will kindly do
You remember we left Estan- pers to
1st Sgt. L. M. Gardner. likewise.
cia Jan. 5th late in the evening There is quite a lot
of difference
after our sale. Well, we drove in a 1st sergeant and a sergeant
GARMENTS NEEDED
to Mountainair that evening. of the 1st class.
A 1st sergeant
Wear Shirts (prefer
Men's
Sunday morning when we got up is appointed by
the company com-- 1 ably light colored flannels), unit was snowing and kept.it up mander. Sergeant 1st class is dershirts, runderdrawers, trousuntil noon but the weather apppinted ty
the regimental ers, coats, work suits (overalls),
'
cleared up after dinner, and commander upon
the recom suits (3 piece), shoes, overcoats,
Monday morning we started lo
mendation of his Company com jerseys, ' sweater vests, socks
find the Ocean to Ocean Highmander.
While they both are (sizes 10 2 and 11) .
way. At noon
the paid the same, their duties are - Women's Wear Shirts, draw
Highway.
quite different.
ers, corset slips, blouses, pettiWe took time in Socorro to fill
Wishing you and your paper coats, skirts, overcoats, shoes,
the tanks with gasoline. Stayed success, I remain,
suits (2 piece), pinafores, cloth
all night at Magdalena, distance
Respectfully yours.
stockings
hats, knitted caps,
from Estancia 137
L. M. GARDNER.
(sizes 7 and 8), shawls.
morning we started
out and stayed all night that
night in Springerville. Distance
135 miles.
HOW IS YOUR CANNED FRUIT SUPPLY?
We left the next
morning in a blinding snow
storm.
At times we could not
If it is running low, it will pay you to call and see us
see twenty feet ahead of the mabefore.you buy. Here are a few of the things we have
chines. Some of the roads were
to offer at exceedingly low prices in gallon quantities:
very dangerous. As we rounded
Apples
Raspberries
Pears
the mountains, to the riaht hun
Pie Plums Apricots
Blackberries
dreds of feet above our heads
Crapes
Peaches
Gooseberries
and on the left hundreds of feet
Red
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YOU WORK HARD
FOR YOUR MONEY

BANK IT
THEN IT WILL

,

m

Ir

taw.
a.

If

if--

-

with-who-

21

yORK FOR YOU.
ISN'T IT POSSIBLE FOR

YOU

oyrnt
LiMLt UNNtUfcSSMKT
BANK ACCOUNT

TO DEPRIVE YOURSELF

EXTRAVAGANCE

OF

AND START

A

WITH THAT MONEY?
YOU WORKED FOR THAT MONEY-- IT
IS YOURS-- , WHY LET
IT GO TO HELP SOME OTHER MAN'S FAMILY? ,
IT IS SAFE IN OUR BANK. OUR BANK TAKES AN INTEREST
IN ITS DEPOSITORS AND HELPS THEM.
COMETO OUR BANK.

Estancia Savings Bank

A. 3. GREEN, J. B. HERNDON,
H. F. SHELTON
AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.

DIRECTORS

DR. C.

J.

baby comforts or knit into caps,
jackets, and bootees for
homeless and refugee children.
We earnestly ask again all
the ladies of this community
who really wish to help the sol- -

wool or cotton, these will be
very much appreciated as they
will be cut up into certain sizes
and bound for baby blankets.
We can alsou3e all yarn scraps,
all colors, to be knit into 5x5 inch
squares and . sewed together for

hoods,

(

Continued on last page)

m

C. A. BURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON, Cashier
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
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to economize until
compels.

all. necessity

Conditions are abnormal. It is very necessary tnat we
meet these conditions with special caution and effort
on our part. It is also necessary that you and your
banker work together in harmony, and talk these matters over and plan to meet these problems before they
arise.
You will always find this bank ready ard willing to
meet you and aid in any consistent manner towards
helping you over the rough places.

Your interest

is

our interest

FARMERS AND STOGKMENS

BANK

Stockmen and Farmers!

1--

Through 'the influence of our Secretary we
are so fortunate as to get one more car of

Cottonseed Cake, 43 percent pro
tein or better, to be shipped the first

.

miles-Tuesda-

week in April. Leave your orders now. Don't
wait, for this is surely the last car we will be
able to purchase. '

down to

the tree

toDS below.

(Continued on fifth page)

Pitted Cherries

We

were glad to get a place to stop
in St Johns, a distance of 32
miles. There we stayed the balance of the day and all of the
next.

HELLUMS
Prices are
Where

Lowest

Estancia Lumber Co.

HOMF OF JOHN DEERE IMPLEMENTS

HEADQUARTERS FGR EVERYTHING

ESTANCIA

Thtow your light down, McCann ay,
that's better I"
JThe latch of the door was forward ;
I could ding to It and have my right
hand free with which to wield the
hatchet keeping both feet wedged on
the threshold. The light was the merest glimmer, yet sufficient to reveal
the paneling of the door, and I hacked
at this fiercely, exerting the full
strength of my arm. A dozen blows
splintered the upper panel, and then
I sent the keen blade crashing downward, gouging out great chunks and
splinters until a jagged passage had
been made, sufficiently large for the
passnga of a body. The water was
deeper in the cabin than In the open"Yes, ef course; yon are a man, I ing, drenching me nearly to the armtake It The lantern is still burning, pits. McCann called In warning, bis
Come now, voice cracked with a terror be could
and we have a chance.
wake up, McCann we are Americans, no longer control.
you
know."
women
and it is
"Walt ; I'll be there In a minute I" I
first
If he was a coward, he had no wish shouted back, my only fear lest he deto let It be known, although the sad sert us. The bulkhead still held; this
denness of disaster had broken bis torrent was water which had found
nerve. The words spoken, the tone of other entrances; no doubt It would
my voice, touched bis pride, his real eventually Increase in volume and sink
manhood.
the vessel, yet there was still ample
"Ah. you're right Hollls," he said time for us to escape. There would be
heartily, and the grip of his hand no sudden plunge while that bulkhead

CONTRABAND
By RANDALL PARRISH

NEWS-HERAL-

99

A War Sea Story Abounding in Adventure
and HighC Romance
ERPJTfrtx A.

THERE COMES

A

TERRIBLE

ACCIDENT

FERGUS M'CANN RESCUE THE
WOMAN FROM DROWNING

McClun & Co.

HOLLIS

AND

MYSTERIOUS
AT NIGHT

guest on
8ynopslSv
Robert Hollls, who tells the story. Is
y,
Olrard Carrlngton'a yacht, Esmeralda. It is supposed to be a
woman,
discovering
a
on
who evidently
and Hollls Is surprised
wishes to remain unknown aboard. Hollls, the next night, succeeds in
having an Interview with the woman. She merely tells him her name
Is Vera. Carrlngton tells his guests of the coming war, and that he
Is engineering a copper pool.
"stag-part-

tightened. "I'm no seaman ; I bate the held.
sea, but no one ever called a McCann
I
"Are you oil right. Miss Vera?"
a quitter. I'll go as far as you, and asked anxiously. "Where are you?
we'll get that girl out or drown to Can you see me?"
gether."
"Yes; I am clinging to the berth."
by the head; already I could perceive
CHAPTER IV.
I was climbing the rail before he fin Her voice was excited but clear. "The
the list the deck underfoot was tilt ished, reckless of all else except the wter Is up to my shoulders. Is the
ing; the engines had ceased to throb, task confronting us. The face of the opening sufficient?"
The Wreck of the Esmeralda.
We passed the greater part of the as though the inflow of water had girl whose hand I had held In mine
"For you, I think, If yon can make It
day below, and long before night came, reached the boilers. Feet scrambled under the light of the stars, seemed to alone. I should have to knock out
a heavy, sweeping rain set in ana Kept along the dack, overhead voices yelled, rise before me, ber eyes pleading for another panel to get through myself."
' us there. I never recalled a more blind- end I could hear the creaking of boat help.
"There Is no timé for that and na
The vision urged me forward,
ing, disagreeable storm at this season tackle.
I know not what strength or skill en need. I'm coming now ; watch out" .
Working desperately In the dark, abled me to swing from the rail and
of the year, and In those waters, al
Our two bodies so obscured the faint
though there was very little wind or scarcely able now to keep feet on the grip the cabin front but I hung there glow of íhe lantern dangling from Mc
sea accompanying It The smother, slanting planks, I hastily drew on what with one hand, my feet finding slight Ginn's hand above that I could see
however, made It safer to proceed at bits of clothing I could find at hand, support on the slippery slope of the nothing, yet I managed to grapple her
half-speeand the lookouts forward and felt my way blindly to the door. deck, and reaching back, gave McCann arm, and thus assist In dragging her
It was jammed, but I kicked It open, support while he also made desperate into the Jagged opening. The water,
were doubled.
It seemed a long evening, as I was and stumbled forth Into the main cab-I- passage to the safety of the compan surging to the sodden roll of the
clinging to the door frame In order ion. An Instant later I was beside him, doomed yacht and now dammed by her
ta no spirit for cards, and discussion
was altogether about the war, and to retain my feet The stateroom and we crept together down the In body, poured over us both In suffocating volume, but the struggle was only
the projected copper pool. Carrlngton doors stood wide open, bnt no living verted stairs.
received several messages In further being was visible. All who survived
The frlghtfulness of our position be for a moment, and then I had the girl
shock
must
that
fled
was
to
first
already
well
have
we
the came more evident as
proof that the affair
advanced. safely clasped In my arms, her head
under way, but be made no other at deck In mad struggle to escape. Ay, The dead bodies, the smashed furni- elevated well above the receding flood.
tempt to arouse my Interest By ten and there was desperate need for me ture, the horrid swaying of the bulk
"Now, grasp the rug," I ordered, as
thirty I had retired to my stateroom. to Join them. The Esmeralda was go beneath us, suspended, we had to use I thrust her light form npward. "It
Yet even there, and when partly dis- ing down; already her forward hold the forward wall as a floor, crawling will help you creep up the slope of the
robed, a temptation to explore the was filled with water, the bulkheads through the litter, made us feel that deck. Creep on back, McCann, with
decks again assailed me. I unscrewed alone keeping her afloat; once they certain death must end the adventure, the lantern; never mind me I'll find
the port and glanced out the cold rain gave way, she would sink like a stone. There was a hook in the deck below
a way out"
driving bard against my face. Nothing
I crossed the cabin on hands and for what purpose It bad been placed
She possessed sufficient nerve and
could be seen 1 1 stared Into an impen- knees, clawing my way desperately there I do not know but It gave me strength for the effort There was no
hesitancy, no word of protest Silentetrable black wait There was evi through the litter until I attained the foothold, enabling me to kneel.
dently nothing to do but remain where stairs. These no longer led up, but
"Here, McCann, climb to my shoul- ly, Inch by Inch, she fought her way
lay
Beyond
port
blackness,
was,
utter
closed
was
and
and
the
down
forward.
ders," I ordered, "and take
I
the aft, her feet slipping on the wet planks,
I
silence ; and through the shattered door lantern. Quick now; I'll hold you all but ber fingers gripping desperately
down In the bulb.
right"
at the sustaining cloth. I could see
I do not know what aroused me, but drops of rain splashed.
I sat up suddenly, wide awake, a
It was not until I had made my way His face was ghastly, and he obeyed only the outline of her revealed against
strange,
fear clutching at to the outer deck, and felt the night air as though he moved in his sleep. Ev- the gleam of the lantern, as McCann
my heart' What was It I had heard? and rain dn my face, that I truly awoke ery muscle In me felt the strain, but clambered upward In advance. I could
T
cry
a
a blow on the deck above T Had to the danger. The tilt of the yacht I held him, straightening out my body, hear the groaning of the bulkhead to
I really beard anything, or was it forward was so sharp, I dare not re- and balancing myself, until bis- uplift- the strain, and realized that the timmerely the echo of a. dream T The lease my grasp of the rail. I could ed hands gripped the light
bers could not long hold against the
light
stateroom was dark as Erebus, but I scarcely see anything; not
"Have you got It"
Immense weight Suddenly the fear
got my feet over the edge of the berth, burned, not even a distant star gllin- "Yes; let me down slowly."
bad come Into my heart ; not until then
aid switched on the electric light rmered; the driving rain blinded me. "AH right; hang on to It for your had I paused to think effort had obEven as I stood thus, my hand still on and soaked through my shirt to the life now."
scured all conception of danger; but
My arms gave under the strain, and waiting there In that black hell, the
the switch, someone ran swiftly across skin.
th deck directly overhead, and a voice
I scarcely dared move, for to release a sudden surge of the sodden wreck, creaking of timbers In my ears, the wa
my grip was to slide down Into the but he held to an end of the overturned ter clutching my throat the full horwavered out :
sir I Hard a port my God!" black water. Into the riffle of spars piano, the light still burning feebly, ror of It overwhelmed me with sudden
There was a startling crash forward, and ropes forward. It was all horror threatening every Instant to flicker terror. My God I Surely we could not
the awful sound of crushing Iron and and death that way, but from aft un out I caught and steadied It, turning have accomplished all this, and still be
splintered timbers. I was flung head- der the awning, a sound of excited up the wick, and casting the faint doomed to die like rats In a bole. At
long against the partition, barely sav- voices reached my ears, and the rasp glimmer along the passage leading to least we must reach the open deck, and
ing myself by outstretched hands, but of boat tackle. No doubt all on board, the steward's pantry.
have a chance to fight for life under
I slipped down, gripping the lantern, the stars.
falling brnl sed and helpless to the who lived, were there, seeking to
open
sprung
They
smoky
glow of which made
for the
the dim,
had
deck. The electric .flashed out Instant- escape.
Yet once I had attained the
ly, but a dull gleam from without deck at the first alarm, not even wait the pi88age visible. The pantry door cabin, all this left me. Ghastly as the
streamed through the gla3s of the port ing to dress, and, if I would Join them. stood open; Indeed, I doubt if it had wreck of that interior appeared, the
It was a ghastly green light, and I there was not an instant to lose. The a door, but everything else was closed. wider space brought back to me the
recognized It at once as the port lan- after bulkhead could not bold long; McCann was just above me, and I sung seaman's courage. There was hope yettern of the ship which had rammed us. any moment any unusual roll of the out to him to hold fast ; then, the lan- an opportunity to fight McCann had
Before I could get to my feet even, still sea, would rend it asunder, and the tern wire gripped In my teeth, I low dropped the lantern on the overturned
dazed and trembling from the shock, Esmeralda would sink. Life hung on ered myself the full length of my arms. piano, and was Urging the girl forthe ghastly green radiance began to re- - seconds; nor would those frightened This brought the water to my knees, ward toward the stairs. Terror made
wretches wait to learn the fate of any while the lodged chairs were a foot or him oblivious to everything except a
two below. As I hung there, dreading mad desire to escape, but she was
others on .board.
Clinging to every projection of the the plunge, my eyes were directed op glancing back, as though in search for
cabin, I attained the port rail, but posite the pantry, and the gleam of the me. I clambered to my knees amid
even as I attempted the first step, a lantern glittered on the blade of a the litter of furniture, and snatched
voice called to me from out the black hatchet just Inside the door. Never up the light barely In time to keep it
depths below, and I hung there, star was a tool more welcome.
from smashing on the deck.
"Hold tight above there," I managed
ing behind me, unable to perceive a
"I am all right I called confidently.
thing, excepting a litter of tangled to ejaculate, through closed Hps.
'Get outside both of you as quick as
you
going
are
to do?"
wreckage.
you can."
"What
"Swing In toward the door on the
Never In all my life have I experi
"Don't leave me ! Give me a hand.
right there Is a hatchet lying there." enced the same sense of relief as when
"Who are you?"
With feet braced against the oppo I stumbled out of that companion onto
"McCann ; you are Hollls, ain't your'
site wall, I forced my way across, mak- the open deck, and felt the night air
"Yes; are you hurt?"
my
ing
three efforts before my fingers In my nostrils; yet not until then did
"No; bruised a bit no doubt;
finally gripped the hatchet handle. my brain truly grasp the desperate nafoot Is caught under a spar."
Clinging with one hand, I thrust the ture of our situation. The gleam of
"Alone?"
"The second mste fell with me; he's tool into my belt fully prepared now the lantern revealed the sharp slope of
to let go.
down below dead, I guess."
the deck, and the surge of water churning from rail to rail scarce a dozen feet
It was no small job getting to him.
ladder,
a
away; the riffle of tangled spars and
using the slippery roll for
CHAPTER V.
when
water
was
in
ropes to port under which I knew lay
deep
knee
and I
The Rescue of Vera.
dead bodies; the smashed bulwarks,
I finally found foothold In the riffle,
"Take this lantern, McCann," I and a wrecked small boat hanging
and rolled the spar off the Imprisoned
limb. He was lying flat on the deck, called, and held It up to him, "I'll need stern down from a davit with a man's
his head barely free of the waves, but both my hands free. Hold It as low as arm and head dangling. All about us
was able to clutch the nearest stan- possible. Now, here goes!'
the night and sea was black as Ink
chion and haul himself up to the proI did not pray audibly, but a prayer not a glow anywhere except a single
tection of the rait His face was but was In my heart as I released my grip white gleam far away to starboard like
a blurred outline, although I could on the rug and toot the plunge. The a distant star. It was not a star It
nercelve the slimmer of a white shirt first chair crumpled
beneath my was far too close to the horizon beI Was Flung
Headlong Against the
beyond him into the blacltt weight but by good luck the second yond doubt It waa a masthead light
stared
I
Partition.
held just long enough to enable me to on the steel monster which had run us
silence.
grip the latch of the door and cling down.
'You say Beeley Is down there?"
cede. Rige took the place of fear
'I fell on top of him," the words tight The slant of the deck gave one
I held the lantern behind my body.
the dirty murderer waa backing off!
was leaving na to sink 1 I clawed my scarcely audible. "He was trying to groping foot precarious purchase on and stared out through the void at the
way across the stateroom, seeking to get into the cabin, when be lost his the threshold, although water swept faraway spark It was no more than
barely visible across
gain view without but could perceive grip. I tried to catch him, and he took nearly to my waist, and for a moment a
little. The glass waa dimmed with me along. Say," be was breathing I tottered there, helpless to do more miles of open water, and growing
moisture, and through It I could see hard, "do you know If there was a girl than merely sustain my position. The fainter each second. I read the whole
noise made by this struggle must have meaning, despair clutching my heart
merely the circle of green light reveal- on board?"
"Yes, there Is. I met her night be been heard within, for I became aware The vessel had waited and picked up
ing the outline of a high bow. No
you
Seeley
of water splashing, and a fist pounded the Esmeralda's boats; believing she
tell
ther gleam was visible, but above me fore lost on deck. Did
the door.
then had on board all who lived, abe
a man cursed hoarsely, and then where she was hidden?"
Help I la that you, Mr. Beeley?"
'In a storeroom, next to the stew
bad resumed her voyage. We were
creamed ont some order, which I
'No," I answered, nerved to new alone, deserted. In the midst of the
ard's pantry; he said the door was
could not distinguish.
effort by the sound of ber voice, and dead, possibly without even a chance
All this was the work of an Instant locked."
Desperate aa our own situation was, the knowledge that I had Indeed locat to save ourselves from going down
clear to my
What had occurred was
danger
personal
thought
of
left ed the right spot and found her still with the sodden wreck.
mind as though I had actually wit- all
But if there should be a chance there
nessed the scene from the deck above. me In a sudden realisation of the awful alive. "This Is Hollls. Is the door
remained not an Instant to lose. I
A great steel steamer, a tramp, no horror fronting her, almost under our locked?"
Yes, Mr. Beeley baa the key; you flashed the light about Into the faca
doubt from its darkened decks, had very feet I gripped McCann by the
must be quick the water la already of McCann and the girl, the man whit
plunged out of the blackness, and arm.
get
her out of there." I above my waist"
"We must
and haggard, his eyes as dull as though
rammed her bow rtnlgbt into us. The
"No time for keys, then," I said. be had taken an opiate, absolutely sta-Mfilentact must have been well forward. cried. "Come on with me."
wax In.
with fear. Bur tba girtl in
"Where? Pown down there
"Stand back nubil I cut
We were going down
Mar t bride

i

1

the gleam of the lantern her eyes met
mine, full of questioning, but fearless.
She must have seen, and understood
also, for she called to me, clinging to
the fall to keep her footing, her loosened hair flapping In the wind.
"They are leaving us, Mr. Hollls? Is
not that the steamer out there
"Ay, the last glimpse we'll ever have
of her," I answered bitterly, forgetting
myself In anger. "The d
brutea
think more of a few dollars than our
Uves. But we'll make a fight just the
same. Come, wake up, McCann I Aft
with you oh, yes, you can; crawl
along the rail; once beyond the cabin
there's good foothold. Now, my lady,
I'll not let you fall good You are
the better sailor of the two."
I held the lantern in my teeth, and
clambered after them. It was a thirty-foclimb, but the rail stanchions
made a fair ladder, giving good hand
and foot hold, although occasionally
the hulk beneath us rolled so heavily
In the sea as to bring us to a pause,
clinging grimly to the tarred rope In
order to retain our balance. Twice I
thought the doomed yacht was actually going down, as under the blow of
some swell she leaned heavily to star-
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giving glimpse of the black
water Just below where we clung so
desperately.
Yet with sodden, sickening motion, like the last painful effort of a dying creature, she managed
to right herself once more, every timber groaning In agony, the salt spume
of the sea blown Into our faces.
Once beyond the overreach on the
cabin we found opportunity to stand
erect gripping the iron supports which
had sustained the awning above the
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Clear Pimples

With Cuticura
And Be Happy
fseflle.

Otatasnt lisas MS.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Described.

"Pa, what is red tape?"

"Bed tape, my boy, is the government string to efficiency's pocket-book-."
THE RED CROSS NURSES OF EUROPE
ARE GIVING TOASTED
CIGARETTES TO THE BOYS

To anyone who doesn't know 'of the
wonderful advances that have been made
the preparation of smoking tobaccos
In the last few years it may sound strange
to speak of toasted cigarettes,
Strictly speaking, we should say cigarettes made of toasted tobacco; the smokers of this country will recognize it more
readily by its trade name, "LUCKY
STRIKE "the toasted cigarette,
The American Tobacco Company ara
producing millions of these toasted ciga
rettes and these are being bought in
enormous quantities through the various
tobacco funds conducted by the newspapers of the country and forwarded
through the Red Cross Society to the boys
a,
1
.v
In France.
j
This new process of treating tobacco
not only improves the flavor of the tobacco)
She Possessed Sufficient Nerve and but it seals in this flavor and makes
Strength for the Effort
the cigarettes keep better.
J
The Red Cross nurse is always glad to
after deck. In the dim rays of the lanfor the wounded soldier,1
tern the scene was one of utter wreck have a cigarette
In most instances, that Is the first
and desolation.
There had been four as,
thing asked for. Adv.
;
boats hung in davits above the rails;
two of them were gone ; one hung trailExceptions.
ing overboard, half submerged, with
"Do you believe beauty Is in the eys
the bow still swinging to the tackle; f the holder?"
the fourth had been smashed Into kin"Jiot If the holder squints."
dling. I staggered across to where I
could look down at the dangling craft,
Be happy. Use Red Crow Bag Blue;
holding my lantern out over the rait much better than liquid blue. Delights
It was broken amidships and useless, she laundress. All grocers. Adv.
but Jammed under a thwart lay a
Now They Don't Speak.
man's body; the gleam of light rested
Carrye I wish I were half as prett
on the upturned face, and I recognized
'
us Kthel.
with horror the features of Fosdlck.
Edith What a silly wish !
Sickened, covering my eyes with one
arm, I clung to the shattered rail, comHeal Baby Rashes
pletely unnerved.
The voice of the
A hot
girl aroused me, brought me back to Thai Itch, burn and torture.
Cuticura Soap bath gives instant remanhood. appliby
gentle
followed
a
when
"Mr. Hollls, the dory Is still here!" lief
cation of Cuticura Ointment. For free
I swept the lantern about confused, samples
address, "Cuticura, Dept.' X,'
and unable to locate the sound. McBoston."
At druggists and by mall,
Cann was crouching against the cabin,
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv. ,
but the woman, sided by the flag
locker, had crept aft and now leaned
When a gossip tells you anything
out over the stern rail and was pointyou can make money by betting that
ing eagerly down Into the black water. it Isn't so.
- I
I worked my way cautiously forward
to where she clung, the lantern swung
overside, its small ring of light giving
me view of the whole uptllted stern.
The dory, which bad evidently been
left trailing astern, was actually afloat
although half filled, and her oars,
Jammed securely under a thwart were
still In place.
The position of the vessel, the waterlogged condition of the smeller craft
told me at a glance the whole story.
What was left of the crew of the Esmeralda, together .with those guests
who had lived to ttaln the deck, bad
made their escape In the two missing
boats they would hold twenty each,
and were strong and seaworthy. No
doubt the smashed one there had been
lowered first but the tackle Jammed,
and In the wreck Fosdlck had been
At this time of the year people feel
killed.
The others had clambered weak,
tired, listless, their blood is thin,
aboard the two left leaving him they have lived indoors and perhaps
crushed behind.
expended all their mental and bodily,
energy and they want to know how to
renew their energy and stamina, overThe two men and their charge
come headaches and backaches, have
manage to get away In the dory
clear eyes, a smooth, ruddy skin, and
feel the exhilaration of real good health
from the sinking yacht, but their
tingling thru their body. Good, pure,
troubles have only begun.
rich, red blood is the best Insurance
against ills of all kinds. Almost all
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
diseases come from impure and impoverished blood. It is to be noticed In the
The Downhill Road.
pule or pimply face, the tired, haggard
,
A. J. Balfour, head of the British appcaruuee or the listless manner.
Drink hot water a half hour before
commission, told a pathetic anecdote
a
vegetable
meals,
and
for
tonic
there's
at a New York reception about a young
nothing better than Dr. Pierce's Golden
peer.
"He was dreadfully wounded at Medical Discovery, the
Mons," said Mr,. Balfour, "and, though herbal remedy, which has had such a
for fifty years. It conne lingered on a long time, he knew, aa flue reputation
no alcohol or narcotics.
It is
we all knew, that his hurts were mor tains
made from Gulden Seal root. Blood-roo- t,
tal.
Oregon grape root, Queen's root.
met him limping painfully on his Black Cherry bark, extracted with glycrutches in Piccadilly one morning. He cerine and made Into tablets and liquid.
Tablets sixty cents, at most drug stores.
was the shadow of his former self.
In order to Insure pure blood and to
" YouTe walking very slowly.' I said. build
up the system try this tonic
"He gave a sad kind of laugh.
known as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
"Bat rm going vry fast' said ka," Discovery. Get It now I
iin
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Roofing

Certain-tee- d

From every standpoint of service and cost

has proved its claim
"The best type of roof for most
and the best quality roofing of its type."
Ctrtain-ttt- d
a proved
hai nude good all over the world under all conditio
by i enormous fait. It hat become the uandard roof for building! of all type
Certain-ta- d

a Big Factor in
ning the War.

Will Prove

buildings,
Win-

Reports to hand Indicate that Western Canada has a vastly Increased
acreage ready for crop this year over
last year. The splendid open fall of
1917, gave a better opportunity for fall
plowing than for some years. Work
in the fields was almost continuous
until the end of November. In fact, In
the neighborhood of Pincher Creek,
Alberta, there was sufficient mild
weather In January of this year to
permit farmers to plow, and many
took advantage of It. A great many

for factories, round houses, elevators, garages, warehouses,
hotels, farm build inga, etorea,
etc
practifirst cost moderate, laying cost low,
I economy U three-fol- d
cally nothing.
Its efficiency embraces every important roofing quality
weather proof, spark proof, clean and sanitary, and very duris not affected by acids, fumes or smoke,
able. Ctrtain-ttt- d
and does not melt under the hottest sun.
GnsraHt J 8, 10 or ISyeais, aecordias t
because
It pajrt to get Ctrtain-ttt- d
it costs no more to lay than ordinary roll roofing, and lasts much
longer.
Certain-tee- d

Americans owning land In Canada
Products Corporation
moved tip last year, and this has also
Manufacturara of
helped to increase the acreage. They
Cartain-tee- d
Paint
came Into 'possession of the land at
Roofing
Varnithe
prices varying from 915.00 to $30.00
"T. XfJWXJJ
inS Offices and W.r.h.. In Principal KrW.
an acre, and with the proven yields
of wheat running from twenty and as
1
high as fifty bushels per acre, with a
The Siberian situation as the outgrowth of the Russian debacle Is now holding the attention of those following the world war. This picture shows some of the Japanese troops who may soon be sent to Siberia. 2 Officers set price of $2.21 a bushel, they could
In command of an American trench In the Lorraine sector on the western front. 3 Dugout where the first American
toJoin production
and patriotism
officer. Lieutenant Harden of the "Signal corps, was wounded by a German shell ; the dugout Is decorated with Amerigether with a big margin of profit.
can and French colors.
The
of Seattle,
Wash., gives a very conservative stateof
ment
agricultural
development
the
the leaders In England, France and of Mr. Baruch us chairman of the
n
Italy, as to the wisdom of giving
hoard l&Jndlcated by the direction of and opportunities In Western Canada.
REVIEW OF
a free hand in this connection.
the president that the ultimate de- In Its issue of December 14, 1917, It
cision of all questions, except the de- says :
"Since the beginning of the year
American troops In the front line termination of prices, shall rest altrenches in France have had their real ways with the chairman, the other American emigration Into Canada has
baptism of Are. They have taken part members of the' board acting in an been greatly stimulated according to
in several engagements with the ene- advisory and
capacity. the reports of the Dominion authorimy, one of which approached the digUnder this plun, the president seems ties, and has been almost entirely made
Humiliating
Peace nity of a real battle. The Americans to have provided for the centraliza- tip of farmers attracted by the fertile
Russia Makes
have repulsed several raids made by tion of power to an even greater de- and comparatively cheap wheat lands.
But Kaiser's Soldiers Conthe Germans and Inflicted heavy, cree than hus been proposed by those
"Whatever may be said of wheat
tinue Invasion.
The most demanding some action of this kind.
losses upon the enemy.
culture as a profitable avocation In
engagement
was that
pretentious
ordinary years, since the beginning of
The death of John Redmond, the the war it has offered advantages
which resulted from a strong German
attack upon the American Unes In the Irish national leader, removes the quite beyond the usual opportunities.
AMERICANS REPEL RAIDERS Toul sector. A large force of German leading champion of home rule for Ire- War has boomed
the price of wheat
"shock" troops, trained especially for land and one of the most striking fig- until the farmer now receives around
comino to farmers from the rich wheat fields of
this operation, attacked the American ures that English politics has pro- $2 for bis product at his granary.
Westers Canada. Where you can bar good farm land
had
century.
heavy
fire
in
Une
past
duced
artillery
crops,
quarter
Average
adapthe
after
according to the
of a
Pershing's Troops, Now Occupying
at SIS to S30 ner acre and raise from 20 to 45 búhela
American For more than twenty-flv- e
years Red- tation of soil and climate are from
the
leveled
of S2 wheat to the acre it's easy to make money. Canada
Eight-Mil- e
Front, Hurl Back Strong , practically
unoffers in her provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
troops,
d
fought
In
American
mond
had
trenches.
The
25
for
rule
to
12
to
home
bushels
acre.
Even
the
Fight
t
Forces of Gorman
dismayed by the terrific bombardment,
aud during the greater purt of the minimum crop, at $2 per bushel,
Like Veterans.
160 Acre Homesteads Free to Settlers
stood their ground and engaged in a that time, he was the recognized lead- brings In these war times a reasonable
d
struggle with the Ger- er of Ireland's "struggle for liberty." profit. Before the war wheat culture
and other land at very low prices. Thousands of
farmers from the U. S. or their sons are yearly taking
Extreme chaos has continued to man raiders In the trenches. The Ger- His determined fight lu parliament for was fast being abandoned by farmers
advantage
of this great opportunity. Wonderful yields
No
Mun's
only
home
were
mans
back
into
driven
sobriquet
rule
earned
the
who
for
the
him
Intelligently
situation,
worked
Russian
mark the
for results
also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farming is
thing that has seemed really clear Land, leaving three prisoners and of "stormy petrel of the house." In on the right side of
It has
profitable
fully
as
an industry as grain raising. Good
paying tribute to the memory of Red- been the popular crop for new counbeing that Germany Is determined to many dead In the American trenches.
schools; markets convenient; climate excellent.
Nil
take advantage of the utter collapse The Americans pursued the fleeing mond in the house of commons, Sir tries, but when the pioneers settled
for
Write
literature and particulars as to reduced
of Russia to seize such territory and Germans and inflicted further fosses Edward Carson, Ulster leader and down to business It was generally
railway rates to supt. immigration, Ottawa,
long-time
own
bolenemy
opponent
to
their
of Redmond, made corn, hogs, cattle and diversified farmCanada, or to
The
as the
supplies as she desires.
retreated
"Indeed, ing that brought the profits. Iowa and
shevik envoys presented the humiliat- Unes. The Americans suffered severe this significant statement:
W. V. BENNETT
ing spectacle of signing a peace treaty casualties, the dead including three we were not very far apart in our at- the Dakotas In turn, as their prairies
Room 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha. Neb.
without discussion, fearing as they an- officers and seventeen men, but the tempts at a settlement of the Irish became settled, mortgaged the land on
Canadian Government Agent
n
Redmond was
wheat culture and afterwards paid off
nounced, that negotiations would only American Unes were maintained at all question."
result in the Imposition of more ob- points and the raid was declared a In the United States, having visited the mortgages with corn and hogs.
"War. Is thus bringing a temporary
noxious terms. But even after the complete failure. Many cases of In- this country In 1008 and again In 191.0.
saencouragement
to wheat farming.
Russian peace delegates had thus dividual heroism on the part of the
ín the case of General March, the Many of the ranchers of Manitoba, SasAmericans were reported and several
debased themselves the Germans conand Alberta laid away
tinued their invasion of Russian terri- officers and men were decorated by new acting chief of staff, the Idea of katchewan
centralization of power Is also to be $20,000 to $30,000 In the banks last fall.
tory.
the French premier for bravery.
Is
out.
announced that It may be pointed out, however, that
carried
It
Other raids upon the American
Whether the masses of the Russian
Manufacturers of Knitting Yarns
people will accept the humiliating peace lines In the Chemln des Dames sector General March will have full power the growing of wheat Is not the only
a
reorganize
to
general
with
the
staff
"repulsed
were
leading
also
delesettleInducement which Is
and In Lorraine
terms agreed to by the bolshevik
gates is a question that only time can with severe losses to the enemy. In view of giving it the highest efficiency ment to Canadian lands. Low taxation,
SELL THEIR PRODUCT
all these engagements the American in Its work of directing the strictly favorable agricultural climate, and
settle.
troops have Bhown that, despite their military end of the war. He has been profitable prices not only for grain but
abanThe bolshevik government
65c per full oz. hank
aspower
given
own
the
to select his
for hogs, cattle and all forms of farm
doned Petrograd as the German troops inexperience in the new type of warOne of General March's produce all contribute their share
$2.50 per lb. in 5 lbs. lot (62fcc per 4 oz. hank)
advanced upon that city and moved fare, they are nbw perfectly at home sistants.
the administrative offices to Moscow, In the trenches and are able to bold first acts was to establish the "open toward the rapid settlement of the fer$230 per lb. in 10 lbs.- lot (57&c per 4 oz hank)
door" policy. He arranged to see tile lands of Western Canada." Ad"which city, it was announced, would their own against the enemy.'
Mr
"T
-- in liiianaiil I)
-l
f ,
newspaper correspondents once every vertisement.
be made the Russian capital. Leon
The increasingly large part which day and Indicated that he will endeavTrotsky, the bolshevik foreign minShe Meant All Right.
BUI Admitted
The Explanation.
It
ister, indicated that he and his as- Pershing's troops are taking In the or to relax the censorship to such an
"Pop, what does it mean when thej
"I'm hurrying to tell you this,"
fighting
on the west front is Indicated extent that Americans may learn more
"I understand old man Simpkins
sociates are eoncerned with the future
by the announcement that the Amerabout what their soldiers are doing hastens N. W. C. "A woman came In- was very much opposed to his daugh- say bills are laid on the table?"
of the revolution, rather than the fu"It means, son, that they are dished.
ture of Russia as a national entity. icans are now holding something over In France. The appointment of Gen- to our Red Cross branch, looked at the ter marrying Bill Smith; called Dill
eight miles of trenches on the battle eral March to this position has won surgical dressings and asked, 'Is all a fool, and all that sort of thing."
He announced that the bolshevik lead"
gauze
?'
cauterized
"That's very true, and before he had
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
ers are prepared to withdraw even as front. This front is liable to exten- wide approval as, In his work as chief this
besn married six months Bill admitted
far as to the Ural mountains rather sion at any time to the regular trench of all the American artillery forces in
To half pint of water add I ox. Bar.
Important
to
Mothers
was
right."
touch
army
corps..
man
France,
In
close
he
has
been
The
old
the
allotment
an
for
Rum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
than submit to the defeat of the revoExamine carefully every bottle of
present American sector Is understood
with General Pershing and Is Intimate- CASTORIA,
Any druggist can
and A oz. of glycerine.
lution.
that famous old remedy
abroad.
frontage,
which
ly
with
to
all
conditions
be
tbiB up or 'yon can mix it at home at
a
put
divisional
familiar
Always
buy
envoys
Red
in
ilea
nickel.
for a
Ten am
The baste of the Russian
children, and see that it
infants
and
for
directions
for makCrone Bag Blue; have beautiful, claar very little coat. Full
signing a treaty of peace with Ger- means that at least three divisions of
ing and use come in each box of Barbo
Bears the
Speculation as to Germany's
white clothe. Adv.
many was explained on the ground American troops are there to give the
Compound.
It will gradually darken
offensive on the western Signature of
that the terms proposed by the Teu- necessary support for the front lines.
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
Opportunity.
The growing activity of the American front has continued, with opinion di- In Use for Over 30 Years.
glossy. It will not color the scalp, ia sot
tonic envoys were growing more onerand
"Opportunity passes In the way of sticky or greasy, and doea not rub off. Adv.
ous hourly. At the last minute the troops Is further shown by the dally vided as to whether such an offensive Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris
every man."
casualty lists which are now coming really will be launched. In some quarGermana demanded three great
so
Artist Soldier Yes, but the conSome men think that the proper
ters It is believed that Germany is
Poor Investment.
provinces Karabad, Kara from General Pershing.
"How did Gibson lose his money T"
Announcement has been made that fully occupied with developments In way to begin the day Is to find fault founded thing Is almost Invariably
for their
and Batoum presumably
enmouflnged.
accomupon
so
table.
Intent
wife
at
the
breakfast
with
Russia
and
is
put
the
"He
It In his wife's name and
Turkish ally, and they got them, of the third American Liberty loan will
east that
then she divorced him."
course.
The' Russian envoys shut be offered soon. The campaign tor plishing her designs in antheoffensive
In
It is one' thing to yell for freedom
An old bachelor says that an optitheir eyes and signed the document as subscriptions will open on April 6, she will not undertake
Minnesota's 1917 lumber output was
to maina married man who says that and another to make the sacrifices
it was pushed across the table by the the first anniversary of the entry of the west but will be contentThose tuk-In- mistIs Isglad
3,000,000,000 feet.
necessary
to secure it.
of It.
he
the United States Into the war, and tain a defensive attitude.
Hun envoys.
this view believe that Germany's
will continue for three or four weeks.
With Russia in thorough subjection, The amount of the loan, the interest Idea Is that a deadlock on the west
rate and other features have not been front will force the allies to agree to
so far as the bolshevik government
was concerned, the. central powers made pubUc but the fact that further a peace by negotiation and that under
turned tbelr attention to Roumanla, legislation will be sought from con- such circumstances she will be able to
and, as was to be expected, they forced gress In anticipation of the loan indi- attain all her Imperialistic designs in
that country to sign a preliminary cates that the amount of the issue the east.
On the other hand, further concenwill be more than $3,600,000.000, the
peace treaty which is little less humiliating than that forced upon the remainder of authorized but unissued tration of troops on the western front
Under the terms of this bonds. The campaign work for the is taken by some authorities as indiRussians.
treaty Roumanla cedes the province new loan has already been started cating that Germany really intends to
offensive in
of Dobrudja, as far as the Danube, to throughout the country and every dis- launch a determined
if each of our 22,000,000 families use this recipe
the central .powers, agrees fo evacu- trict will have been thoroughly organ- France. General Maurice, chief directerized before the drive begins.
tor of military operations at the Britate all occupied Austro-Hungaria- n
instead of white bread.
enemy
the
office,
He
declares
that
war
ish
army
Its
ritory, promises to demobilize
steps
western
by
on
Several
been
the
ready
have
taken
now
to
strike
Is
agrees
all
Its
with
One loaf saves 11,000,000 pounds; three loaves
"support
to
and
strength the transport .of troops of the United States government to fur- front at any moment suitable to his
week for year means 1,716,000,000 poundssaved!
and centralize the purpose. He declares that the allies
the central powers through Moldavia ther
and Bessarabia to Odessa." The sub- work of war preparation. The two remain superior In guns, rifles and airmission by Roumanla to any terms im- outstanding developments along this craft, but that the margin of advantage In these particulars is steadily
posed by the central powers was ex- line were the appointment of Bernard
diminishing and an equalization of
pected, as that country, abandoned by M. Baruch of New York as chairman
strength is being approached.
Russia, and entirely cut off from all of the war industries board with greatpowers,
1 teaspoon aadt
and the assumppossible aid from the allied powers, ly enlarged
1 cap milk
1 cans rye floor
Peyton
C.
More frequent and more pretentious
Gen.
by
March
MaJ.
was absolutely at the mercy of the tion
at tablespoons sagas
1 st
along
by
sides
both
acting
as
duties
chief
staff.
undertaken
his
of
of
raids
beTeutonic powers. A peace treaty
S toaspoona Dr. Pries'
Powder 2
Mr. Baruch,-accordinto the presithe entire western front are regardtween Russia and Finland has also
dent's own announcement, made In his ed as forerunners of an offensive. The
Barley floor or oat floor may be used instead of ry floor with equally good
been signed.
enemy,
resolta. Sift dry Ingredients into bowl; add milk, beaten egg end melted
letter of appointment, will have great- raids are made to feel out the
Hi
shortening. Srix welk Pot into greased pan, allow to stand in warm piece
er powers even than It was proposed to And, if possible, the weak spots in
' While Germany was working Its will
30 to 25 annates and bake in moderate oven 40 to 45 minutes.
are
many
raids
German
congress
The
members
of
his
lines.
to
by certain
in Russia and Roumanla, the diplobelieved to have been made necessary
matic situation growing out of the pro- confer upon a minister of munitions.
New Red. White and Blue booklet, "Best War Time Recipes," containing many other
by the air superiority of the allies
recipes for making delicious and wholesome wheat saving foods, matted free.
posal of Japan to intervene In Siberia He will be, In fact, a practical dictafor the purpose of protecting the vast tor over Industrial problems relating along the greater part of the western
Information
gain
DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER 1013 Independence Boulevard, Ckicar
the
stores of supplies paid for with money to the war and will have, among otherH front. Unable to
furnished by the allies, occupied the things, the last word In determining they need through their airmen, the
attention of the United States and the priority of supplies for the govern- Germans have been forced to resort
ment whenever there Is competitive or to raids in order to learn the' strength
entente governments. It was Indicated that there was some divergence of other conflict of Interest among depart- of the opposing forces at various
,
opinion between President Wilson and ments. The power placed In the hands points on the front.

"
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The Betsy Ross Yarn Company
354 Fourth Avenue, New York City
DIRECT TO CONSUMER
4

r'

1,716,000,000
Pounds of Flour Saved
a

a

Enough to Feed the Entire Allied Army
Cora Bread with Rye Flour

FOOD WILL WIN THE VJXR

Estancia

A Strenuous Trip

News-Heral- d

(Continued from first page)
Pnbl.ihvd every Thursday
Friday morningvwe started to
I. A. CONSTANT.Editorand Owner.
Holbrook, a distance of 68 miles,
Knterod as second class matter Janmarr 11.
1907, Id the postoffioe at Bntanoia, N. M., under and there we
stayed all night.
the Aot or uonirreesor Mareh 8. iwi.

that

start

out to break
records. If we had had
in mind we would have

we did not

REAL ESTATE

Northbound
Torrance

TRANSFERS

was 15 inches deep.
Saturday morning it was cold
and the wind was piling up the
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
Quit Claim Deeds
snow in places, but we started
Chas T Butler to Arie Mailen-burdriving four
on our trip.
except 5
After
se qr se qr
Or. A. W. ROBERTS miles we met a farmer going to
acre strip west side, $1 and other
From Tahoka, Tex.
town with his horses hitched to
considerations.
Veterinary Surgeon
wagon said that the road
the
J P Dunlavy to Torrance Co
Estancia, N. M.
Savings Bank, undivided one-haLet me save your stock. Calls answer-da- was so bad that he Vas afraid to
or night. Phone 35.
start out with his car and that it
interest se qr nw qr. nw qr
nwqr29, ne qr ne qr
Torrance County Abstract Co. was impossible for us to get
through for several of the big
$100.
A. R. POOL, Manager
had tried it and had to go
cars
Henry John to Charles John,
N. MEX.
ESTANCIA.
back and there had not been any
8,
all interest in nw qr, se qr
Fifteen years experience as an Ab
stracter. See us before placing; your one come through from the west.
$1 and other considerations.
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
He said there wasn't anything
U. S. Patent
but old bald prairie and snow
D. S. KING
U. S. to Santa Fe Pacific R E
banks for a distance of 100 miles,
sw qr,
Co, swqrse qr 23
Coonty Sorveyor
so you drive up there to my place
(1840. 17 acres,
w hf se qr 35
Agrimensor de Condado
and stay until after the storm is
balance in Guadalupe, Colfax,
over and the big machines break
Mcintosh. N. M.
Quay,
San Miguel, Roosevelt,
He went on to town
the track.
Curry, Valencia, Socorro, Otero,
and we stopped at his place but
Lea,'
Lincoln, Chavez, Eddy,
W. H. MASON
we were anxious to go and not
Luna and Grant counties.)
Physician and Optician
forgetting the old snow blizzards
Anson G Carman, sw qr
MOUNTAINAIR
of Iowa where we were raised, and From the Independent.
Charles H Carman, nw qr
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
being touched up
This afternoon at 4:30 o'clock
0fflNth.it.ia st.. Estancia, N.M.
with the winds and snows of at the home of the bride's parNathan O Ramsey, se qr
the Estancia valley for the past ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Wilcoxin,
Ruric O Soper, ne qr
9 years, we just looked the storm .Miss Winnie W. Wilcoxin of
Robert N Maxwell, w hf sw
Amble
in the face and plunged in.
Mountainair, and Joseph A. Hat qr2, ehf seqr3
Physician and Surgeon
We soon came to the place field of Portales, were united in
Charles A Bull, ne qr
Treating where the big
Office practice and consultation.
machines had marriage, Jostice of the Peace P,
Maximiliano Zamora, n hf sw
of Byes and Fitting of Glasses a Specialty.
Office at Drug Store
bucked the snow the night be- A. Speckmann officiating. Only qr lots 1, 2, 12
M.
MOUNTAIN AIR. N.
fore and turned back. I was members of the families of the
Pedro Salas y Lopez, lot 1, 2,
ahead and slammed into it and bride and groom witnessed the 24, e hf se qs
of course I got stuck, but the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Hat
Vicente Garcia, se qr ne qr,
boys pushed and and I worked field will make their home in Por e hf se qr 12, ne qr ne qr 13
FRED H. AYERS
the motor, and we went through tales. The bride has been a res
Juan Medinia, sw qr ne qr, se
that sand and snow just like any ident of Mountainair only a short qr nw qr, ne qr sw qr, nw' qr se
Attorney and Counselor at Law
other Ford would go, and that time, but sufficiently long to qr
Offloa honra 9 :80 a m to 4 :80p in
opened the track and the boys have won numerous friends, who
Florentino Madril, lot 3, se qr
NEW MEXICO
ESTANCIA,
followed.
About noon we'saw wish them much joy.
nw qr, e hf sw'qr
someone following us and as we
Maria Griego, widow of Anas-taci- o
Mrs. Irene Williams of Rayo
stopped to oil the Fords they
Griego, w hf ne qr, n hf se
6. B. Ewlng'
and C. B. Bartz of Surry, Okla
DENTIST
drove up two big cars. I said
qr
homa, were married at Socorro
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
"go ahead." "Nothing doing,"
Juan de Dios Salas, se qr
last Friday, March 1st, return
Sometimes out of town first of week,
was
"We never left
the reply.
They
but always in Estancia office Fridays
Tuesday
week.
of
ing
this
Dioniseo Montoya, w hf sw qr,
and Saturdays. Office in A yere building Holbrook until we saw that you left for Oklahoma on Wednesday,
did not turn back, and if you
qr nw qr, lot 4, 1
sw
accompanied by the little sons of
W. DRAYTON WASSON
open the road we can get
Maud Sorrell, formerly Maud
Charley,
bride,
and
Clarence
the
through." So we plowed ahead ,phere
.
Attorney a Law
they will make their Croft, se qr
Got in to Flagstaff at 10 o'clock
Robert E Pearson, ne qr
many
has
bride
home.
The
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico that night, all worn out, pulled
friends here who wish her and
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
into a garage and was fixing to
Emma F Behrens, sw qr
half much joy and
put up for the night when the her better
through
happiness
life.
RESTAURANT
garageman said unless you are
James Gawthrop, n hf ne qr,
Petitions are being circulated lots 1, 2, 5, 6, 13
Chili and Short Orders
expecting to stay until the first
of next March you had better for the creation of a new voting
Figola Bread
James W Burton, ne qr
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof pull out of here this minute, for precinct to be known as Gran
John C Ham, sw qr
Cakes and Pies
Hugh T Jone3, nw qr sw qr,
the storm clouds have been hang- Quivira, to include townships one
J. R. WASH.
ing around the mountain peaks and two north and ranges eight nw qrse qr, se qr nw qr, lot 3,
will snow before and nine east, and the south half
all day and
Raymond T. Sanchez morning, andit if it does it will be of township three north ranges William M Brooks, sw qr
General Merchandise three or four feet deep. We had eight and nine east.
Wagon Yard
been used to seeing those condi
Emmet Cummings, e hf ne qr
Mrs. J. A. Beal left last night
All Kinds of Feed
tions on the mountains in the for Oklahoma, called by a mes 31. n hf nw qr
Chilili, N. M valley, so we took him at his sage
Land for Sale
that her sister was quite ill. Martin A Maloney, se qr ne qr,
11 o'clock sup A message received today stated e hf se qr 24, ne qr ne qr
word
a
and
after
Also V on right hip
Marvin L. Garvin, ne qr
cross on right shoul per we started down the hillside that the sister had passed away.
Martin Drake, lots 2, 3, n hf
der, aa on lett hip. At 1 o'clock it began to snow and
C. S. Messinger left Saturday nw qr21
Rane 6 miles north the way we took those curves
1 mile west of Lucy.
of
last week for eastern points
For sale, sheet iron heater,
jNotity Mrs. a. a. going down that mountain was
will purchase a carload sofa and chairs.
he
where
Edmonds & Sons,
See Dr. C. E.
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above not slow, for you know a Ford of good
milk cows, probably Jer Ewing.
Brands strayed trom range.
can make just as good time go
seys, which he will ship in.
ing down hill as the best of them,
F. G. Kneger is preparing to A
FAMILY
We drove all night and all the
next day to keep ahead of the sow quite a bit of alfalfa on his
Agent for
storm. Our next stop was at recently purchased farm in the
Peach Springs, a distance of 221 Mestena Draw north of Moun
CONTINENTAL OILS miles. We had been 36 hours at tainair, , He has an abundance In Her Mother's Home, Says This
We stayed at Peach of water at shallow depth and is
the wheel.
Georgia Lay, Regarding
to beat the high cost
Springs and rested until 11 preparing
Relief From Headown
of feed on his
farm at least
o'clock the next day, then drove
ache. Malaria, Chills. Etc.
Julius Meyer, of Lucy, who
to Kingman and stayed all night,
was in Mountainair Monday, re
Ga.
Mrs. Chas. Oaston,
a distance of 53 miles. Tuesday ceived word that a brother had of Ringgold,
R B. eeemtANB
this place, writes: "I am a user
morning we resumed our trip and arrived for a visit from Texas, to of Thedford's
in fact.
it was one ot our family medicines.
Shoe and Harness drove to a little place in Califor look over the country.
my
Also in
mothers horo, when I
was a child. When any of us child
Repairing
nia called Fenner. Next day we
The Estancia Valley Singing ren
onlplalned
of headache, usually
drove to Barstow, the two days convention to have been held at caused by constipation,
she gave us
or
AH work guaranteed
a
dose
drive 220 miles.
which would
Melntosh March 23 and 24, has rectify the trouble. Often
In the
We left all of the snow behind
d
and will be held at Spring, we would have malaria and
chills,
or
we
we
when
this
of
kind,
us
arrived
Peach
troubles
at
Shop on North Main Street
Frontier on the same dates. Buspretty regtake
Springs." The distance we drove iness session will be held 'on Sat wouia
ular until the liver acted well, and
through the snow was 300 miles, urday evening, the 23rd, at 7 we would soon be up and around
Estancia, New Mexico
We would not be without It,
With the exception of about 100 o'clock. Singing on Sunday, the again.
for It certainly has saved us lots ot
miles,
the roads were awful 24th, beginning at 10 A. M , con- doctor bins. Just a dose of Black'
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
urauKtit wben not so well saves a
Notice is hereby given that a document until we struck California at the sisting of general and special lot of days In bed."
staying
NeedleB.
night
has been
After
all
purporting to be the last will and tesclass songs, quartets, duets and In Thedford's
use for many years In the treattament of Annie H. Ayers deceased, at Barstow we drove to Pasaof
ment
stomach, liver and bowel
come
and
solos. Everybody
and late of Torrance County, New dena.
troubles, and the popularity which It
There we met our son bring your dinners.
Mexico, has been filed for probate as
now enjoys Is proof of its merit
Moody who was in business
If your liver Is not doing its duty,
provided for by law and that the date
ATTACK.
A ftlUOUS
you will suffer from such disagree
We stayed all night with
fixed for the hearing in the probating there.
When you have a bilious attack your able symptoms as headache,
biliousof the said will is May Oth, 1918, and him and left the next morning, liver fails to perform its functions.
ness, constipation.
Indigestion, etc..
any and all persons interested therein distance 140 miles.
The food end unless something is done, serious
Drove to You become constipated.
may result
or having any objections to the pro- Long Beach and rented
'a house you eat fermenta in your stomach in- trouoie
Thedford's
has been
bating of the said will are notified to
This
inflames
of
digesting.
the
stead
found a valuable remedy for these
present their claims before that date where we are still living.
stomach and causes nausea, vomiting troubles.
Is purely vegetable, and
It
I admit that we did not make and a terrible headache. Take Cham- acts In a prompt and natural way,
or to present them in open court at ten
very good time, but the Fords berlain's Tableta. They will tone up regulating the liver to Its Tirnner
o'clock in the forenoon on t.hat day.
and cleansing the bowels of
JULIAN SALAS,
were new and stiff and the sham your liver, clean out your stomach and functions
impurities. Tr It Insist on ThedCounty Clerk,
jagged rocks prevented us from you will soon be as well as ever. They ford's, the original
and genuine. B 79
Torrance County, New Mexico.
making fast time. Anyway, we cost only a quarter.
adv
Subscription

The snow

$i.60 per year in advance

y

9:05 A.
'
9:38
'
10:18
'
11:00
11:34
12:01 P. M.
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30-4--

9-- 9

22-6-- 9

22-6--

20-5--

19-6--

C.J.

6--

5--

23-5--

31-9--

14-4- 6.

Progresso
Willard

Arrive
Leave

Estancia

29-5--

FOR

I I SWoo. Macon. III., in speaking
of Chamberlain's Cough Kemedy says,"
"Diirino- the nast fifteen years it has
been my sister's favorite medicine, for
colds on the lungs. I myseu nave
taken it a number of times when suf.
ferine with a cold and it always re
adv
lieved me promptly. "

"
12:24
Mcintosh
12:64
.
Moriarty
Noticia.
"
1:38
Stanley
Torreón, N M.
"
2:42
Kennedy
Eütoy listo para serró guardianilla
3:65
Santa Fe
".
para el primer Lunes de Abril deste
Southbound No. 2, Daily.
11:00 A. M. Ano de 1918. nor Mori Padia Ha finado
Santa Fe
12:10 P. M. murió en Marzo 17 del Ano de ,1917.
Kennedy
"
1:13
Jose A. Padia, Guardian.
Arrive
..
Stanley
Leaye
1:38

"'

Moriarty
Mcintosh
Estancia
Willard
Progresso.
Cedarvale
Torrance

2:20
2:45
3:20
4:00
4:35
5:15

-

5:50

"
"
"

"
"
"
"

DESPONDENCY

DUE

TO CONSTIPATION.

Women often becomes nervous and
When this is due to condespondent.
stipation it is easily corrected by taking an occasional dose of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Tnese tablets are easy to
adv
take and pleasant in effect.

Notice for Publication.

Election Proclamation.

In the District Court
ty, State of New Mexico.
Mountainair State Bank, Plaintiff,
vs.
J. H. Latham, Defendant.
Number 794 Civil.
To the defendant J. H. Latham: You
are hereby l.otificd that the above
styled cause is pending against you in
the District Court of Torrance County,
State of New Mexico, and that your
property has been attached, and that
the names of the parties to the said
suit are Mountainair State Bank of
New Mexico, plaintiff,!
Mountainair,
and J. H. Latham defendant; and that
the general objects of the action are to
recover costs of suit and principal, interest, and attorney's fees due from
you to plaintiff according to the terms
of certain notes signed by you and deThat
livered by you to the plaintiff.
the amount of plaintiff's claim is
$6,998.16 and costs of suit.
That the name of plaintiff's attorney
and his postoffice and business address
Estancia, New
is Fred H. Ayers,
Mexico.
You are further notified that unless
you enter your appearance in said
cause on or before the 18th. day of
April, 1918, and unless you appear at
that return day, judgment will be rendered against youln said cause by default and your property sold to satisfy

All qualified electors, residing within
the corporate limits of the Village of
Estancia, New Mexico, are hereby notified that an election will be held in
office, in
the Estancia News-Heral- d
aforesaid village, on ihe first Tuesday,
being the 2nd day, of April, 1918, to
elect a Mayor, a Village Clerk, and
four members of the Board of Council-me- n,
for a term of two years, as provided by Chapter 72, Laws of 1913.
C. E. EWING, Mayor.
Attest: H C. WILLIAMS,
Village Clerk.
21

of Torrance Coun-

the judgment.
(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS,
Clerk of the District Court of Torrance
County, State of New Mexico.
THE

PNEUMONIA

Notice for Posting and Publishing
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Feb. 2, 1918.

Serial No.

033816

Notice is hereby given that the
Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company,
by Howel Jones, its Land Commissioner, has this day filed in this office its
application. Serial No. 033816 to select
under the provisions of the Act of
Congress

Stat.,

211)

approved April 21, 1904 (33
the following described

lands:
NEW MEXICO

PRINCIPAL

MER-

IDIANNEW MEXICO.
T. 1 N., R. 12 W.
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SH SlA, Sec. 1.
T. 3 N., R. 21 W.
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 21; Sá SE4',
Sec. 23; EJ NE'i,
Sec. 22; SJé
SWi4' SWy, Sec. 26; S SEM, NWJ4"
SEM, Sec. 27; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sá
SE y. See. 28.
T. 5 N., R. 10 E.
SW SEy, NE'4 SWM,
NM
Sec. 20.
T. 2 N., R. 6 E.
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 4; Lot 1, Sec. 5.
Any and all persons claiming adversely the lands described, or desiring
to object because of the mineral character of the lands or for any other reason, to the disposal to applicant, should
file their affidavits of protest in this
office, on or before the 25th day of
March, 1918.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

S,

SE,

35-5--

3--

A FAVORITE

REMEDY

C0IDS.

No. 1, Daily.

Cedarvale...

driven through with the Hudson.
It may seem a little strange to
you, but we drove through on
the same air in the casings that
we started with, with the exception that we added ten pounds to
each wheel.
I sold one of the Fords as
and
soon as we got here
we have run the other one about
1000 miles since coming here and
haven't had a puncture yet.
Neither had we any repair bills
yet.
We are all well and enjoying
the flowers and fruit and sunshine. (
Since we arrived here our son
Moody has joined the navy, so
we have three boys in training
for Uncle Sam.
Paul and Omar both have positions with the Southern . Pacific
R. R. Co. and like it fine.
A. W. LYTTLE.

COUGH

CHAMBERLAIN'S

N.M. C. Time Table.

s

SEASON.

The cold, damp weather of March
seems to be the most favorable for the
Now is the time to
pneumonia germ.
Pneumonia often rebe careful.
sults from a cold. The quicker a cold
is gotten rid of the less the danger.
As soon as the first indication of a cold
appears take Chamberlain's Cough
As to the value of this
Remedy.
preparation, ask anyone who has used
adv
it.

Notice

13-5--

32-5--

23-7--

If you want good furniture at the right price, see

6-- 7.

Glias, Sawey

The Valley Furniture Co.
Will be pleased to show you,
And always welcome

ESTzmem, n. m.

MEDICINE
Black-Draug-

aND Gas

STATE BANK
EN6IN
ENCINO, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL

25,000.00

Does a general banking business. Live stock loans a specialty.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.

Black-Draugh-

F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL,

V.--

We invite

C. L. CRE1GHTON, Cash.

rVajaBUBTSJajBHaXlKHnMajsajJJja

Black-Draugh-t,

BARNET
FREIUNGER
'

been-change-

BiacK-sraug-

The Land Man

N

He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock

ESTHNeia,

N. M.

i

!

t
t

t

Black-Draug-

.

Black-Draue-

0
o
0

Neal Jenson

U. S.
Land Office

Commissioner

of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged.
Residences and
Farms for Rent.
Business

Estancia. New Mexico
QO

0

"

LOCAL

MERS
OF INTEREST

Miss Inez A. Harrington has
Fred Burruss will buy your
become owner and editor of the second hand lacks. See him at
Encino Enterprise.
once.
Rev. J. A. Scoggins will preach
J. H. Guyer of the Herzstein
at Frontier next Sunday at 11 A. Seed Co. came in Wednesday to
M. Everybody cordially invited. take a hand in the bean business.

State

Bank Report.

KODAKS

No.

Report of condition of Estancia SavioffB Bank
at Estancia, in the State of Now Moxico, at
tbe close of bunirmsB on March 4, 191,
RKSOURCKH.

Total Loans
Overdrafts, unsecured
U. H, Bonds owned and
unpledged
Value of banking house (if
unincumbered)
Furniture and rixturoa
Heal estate owned othor
than banking house
(a) Net amount due from
National Hanks
Net amount duo from hanks
and bankors (other than
includod in 10 or 11)
(a) Outside che ska audoth
r cash i tome
currency,
(b) Fractional
nickels and cents
Coin and currency

$IÍ7.I25.:I7

i,Tam

90c to $15.00

291.21

6,:l
Mrs. W. F. Crawford and son
Warren Graham, I. A. RichFor long term farm loans see Wood and Mr. and Mrs. Chas, ardson and a number of other
Sawey motored to Albuquerque Cedarvale folks are here on busH. V. Lipe.
iness- today.
Seed potatoes for sale. K. E. Wednesday to spend a few days.
A large new porch is being adWingfield.
We have succeeded in getting
,2r.9.41
ded to the dwelling occupied by
to
oil
one
be
more
car
of
cake
up
with shipped
Leo Douglas is laid
R,fi!7fJ
337.73
Rapkoch
and
T.
B.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
first week in April, buc
7,9.TjO
meaBles.
can't get any more. To be safe Mr. and Mrs. Spitzmesser.
Total
LIABILITIES
D. J. Bigbee of Encino is here you should file your order now.
Charley Burru3S got the mail Capital Stock Paid
$5.1X10 no
In
Estancia Lumber Co.
s ,ooo.o)
contract on the mountain route. Surplus fund
on court business.
undivided fronts
wmki.o
was
just
bid
$5
his
is
A. R. Dean has just bought It said that
c) Lens current
For Sale, yearling and
interninety head of registered Here- below that- - of Mr. Wood, the expenses,
est and taxes
paid
3.6W.92
Hereford Bulls. -- The ford cattle.
He has a fine herd present contractor.
lJemand Denoaits:
deposits subIndividual
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N. of grades, but on account of regood
The weather has been
stricted range he intends to sell during the past week except yes- Cashier's checks outstandM.
ing
these off and keep fewer but bet- terday, when we had one of thost Coniity
deposita
Walter Pace' can sell you ter cattle.
uepoeits cpayaDio
Timo
by
a fierce after :W days
"dry rains" driven
, or subject to
tractors, plows, discs, harrows,
days
M
more notice) :
or
Indi- wind. It Is fine again today.
Ewing
to
Dr.
called
was
Certificates of deposit
etc., of the latest models. See ana the first of the week by news
bills payante,
ínciuaiiur
C. A. Burruss left Tuesday for
oDiiKauoUH representing
him and get prices.
of the serious illness of his moth- a visit with his parents at Parks, money borrowed
yj260,00.0
Total
Walter Pace is building a house er. He will probably be absent
Arkansas, and also to see his Stato of Now Moxicr-County uf Torrance, ss:
two weeks or more. He was acWe, A, J. Groen, President, and .J.S.Kelly.
on his claim in the Forest Re- companied by his son Frank brother who is in the service but Cashier
of lie above named hank, do solemnly
is at home for a few days visit. awanr tlinf
t.hn fihnVA Rtatemnnt is true to the
serve, and he's already comN

7

Any of them will make good pictures. Big
new stock just received. Call and look them
overr- -

Estancia Drug Company

d

'

wr

i

--

i-

ii-

-

1

,

menced farming operations,
Tom Crawford was over from
Ro3well last week visiting a few
days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Crawford.
Dr. Mason has been quite sick,
wholly unable to answer any calls
He is
for medical attendance.
reported improving a little at
this writing.
Pay poll tax now, and avoid
According to
additional cost.
law all poll tax not paid by April
1st must be turned over to justice
of peace for collection.
Will you need, some more oil
cake? We will have only one
more car, first week in April.
This will
File your order now.
be the last. Estancia Lumber
'

,

Co.

Gooseberry plants for sale. I
have two classes of Houghton
They are
gooseberry plants.
' very hardy and prolific in this
climate. Fred H. Ayers, Estancia, N. M.
Two cars containing stock, implements and household goods of
J. L. and Bill Sloan arrived Tuesday from Tyrone, Oklahoma;
They are occupying the May and
Haddox places west of town.
W. J. Ritchie, who bought the
Tony Fenaglio place northwest
of Estancia came in with his
goods Monday and is moving out.
. He went from Oklahoma to Las
Vegas, and came from Las Vegas
here.
The Estancia Branch of The
Womans State Council of Defense will meet at the office of
County Agent Strong at 2 o'clock
Saturday, March 16th. Everyone interested in this work is requested to be present. Mrs. E.
L. Garvin, President.
W. T. Cosand who owns a
couple of farms northwest of
Estancia and who intended to
remove here from Haviland,
Kansas, in the near future, has
hai his plans changed by war
He is now working
conditions.
for the Emergency Fleet Corporation at Houston, Texas.
Earl Pope was here last Saturday visiting his father, George
Pope. Some years ago Earl
lived in Estancia for a time, out
for a number of years has been
He is now working
in Indiana.
for an electric specialty manufacturing company and is on his
way to the Pacific coast in the interest of his employers.

March 16th, 'Time
Locks and Diamonds,"
Wm. Desmond. -- - Pas

Charles.

Mr. Wallace of the biological
survey, is working in this county
now. He has four counties to
look after. His job is to ex
terminate all predatory animals,
prairie dogs and jackrabbits. He

It has been announced that the f
next draft would come on March
29th. and then it has been again
announced that it will be put eff
until legislation now pending is
disposed of.

organizes the communities and George Freilinger has returned
here, having been discharged
tells 'em how to do it.
from military service on physical
D. L. Dean, a brother of the grounds.
He says they kept
Deans already here, came in the him in the hospital all the time
first of the week with a car of he was in camp.
stock and goods from Elk City, J
Dr. Amble came over Tuesday
Okla. He unloaded at Moriarty.
He intends to locate in the coun and remained until Wednesday
ty but has not definitely decided evening working at
New rules
just where. It is likely, though, tion of registrants.
that he will locate in the Moriar have been received by which
ty country. There are six of the men suffering from physical deDeans, and he is the fifth to lo- fects or ailments that can be
The other remedied will be accepted and
cate in this county.
given the necessary treament.
one talks of coming here.
Mrs. O. E. Hook and children
man
A food administration
was here the first of the week of Hinton, Oklahoma, came in
quizzing our merchants andiook-in- last Saturday to become resiThey have
into matters as to how we dents of the valley.
are .complying with the food a farm six or eight miles northMrs. Hook will have a
regulations.
He is reported to west.
have said that this is the least house built and other improve
Mr. Hook will
he has ments made.
patriotic community
found that the food regulations come out after harvest, probably
were being ignored to a consid in September.
erable extent, particularly by
J. S. Clack is getting in a large
Of
the hotels and restaurants.
varied lot of young fruit
course he couldn't ten mucn and
and plants to be put out on
about what families are doing trees
Ogier ranch in Tajique Can
without a more particular in- the
Mr.
which he bought.
vestigation than he could at- yon,
did
tempt on this visit.
He said Clack says his Hestrawberries
had but a few,
people who ignore the regulations fine last vear.
may find themselves in serious but expects to have more this
vear. He thinks he will have a
trouble.
fine fruit farm in a few years.
The Moriarty folks will give a Clarence Ogier is also putting
play here at the Pastime Theatre out a lot of fruit.
on the evening of the 22nd.
Paul Dean made a trip the first
They always give a good enter
tainment.
The proceeds this of the week through the south
time is for the benefit of the east quarter of the county, tak
Moriarty church.
ing in Duran, Encino, Lucy, Ce
Our mail service has been darvale and Progresso. He says
somewhat im proved by putting on they have had less moisture in
a pouch service on the extra train. those parts than here, but con
pouches ditions seem pretty good among
We eet at Estancia
from the south on Sunday. Mon
He says cattle are
day, Wednesday and Friday, and stockmen.
looking remarkably well, and the
from the north on Sunday even promise
now is that they will
lntr. The Histancia ornee senas come through the winter .in good
pouches south on Sunday, TuesSaturday. shape.
day, Thursday and
So far these Douches have car
For Sale.
ried little except letter mail, but
last Sunday evening we got daily
500 head high grade Hereford
papers from the north. Fost cattle. . Also some grade Perdi
master Allman thinks this ser
will
mares 3 and
vice is put on until it is seen eron
whether or not the extra tram make good work mares, with foal
Later if the by Percheron stallion. A. R
will be permanent.
train is continued and seems to Dean, Estancia.
be a permanent thing he thinks
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
a mail clerk will be put on.
March 23, Robert Warwick in
Pas
"The Man Who Forgot.
time- -

time.

Farmers and
Siockmen

as they
With LOCAL, APPLICATIONS,
disease.
cannot reach the seat oí the
ta a in..al riiaensa. creatly in
r.tnH-fluenced by constitutional conditions, and
in order to cure it you must take an
Hnirn Catarrh Medi
internal mmo.lv
cine is taken internally and acts thru
the
the blood on the mucous surfaces of was
system. Hall's Catarrh Medicine
prescribed by one of the best physicians
comIt is
In this country for years.
posed of some of the best tonics known,
rnmhlnn
with anma nf th hPSt blOOd
of
combination
perfect
purifiers. The
the ingredients in Hall's Catarrh Medicino ia Khnl nrnducea such wonderful
results in catarrhal conditions. Send for
testimonials, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.. Toledo, O.
All DruKStStS. 70c.
Hall's Family Pills (or constipation.

bust of our knowledge and belief.
A. o , urenn rresiutrnt.
J. 8. Kelly, CnBuicr.
Correct Attest :

J. Amble
S. Kelly
Annio Porter
C.

.1.

I

--

$450

f. 0. b.
Detroit

Valley Auto So.

Directors.
Subscribed and swrn to beforo me thisMth
day of March, 1918.
Henry u. wuuanm.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 12,1921.

ESTANCIA, N.

M.

Sale.

Auction

At Estancia, March 23,1918,
we will sell for the highest dol
lar, 13 head of good mules and
Some well
7 head of mares.
broke. A. B. McDonald and
Sons. S. N. Jenson, Auctioneer.

The Farmer's Friend
uyour needs;

we are here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.
Tell

For Sale.

ac
Coming 2 and
climated and registered Hereford
bulls. Choice team young work
mules. For further information
apply to H. W. Melton, Negra,

Mountainair State Bank,

STRENGTH

and

M0UN1AVNAIR'

SERVICE

N. Mex.
For Sale.
Some good farm teams,

We have all kinds of

also

mountain wagon, buggies, single
and double harness. Shufflebar-ger'- s
Transfer Line, 114 John
St., Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice

Canned Goods

Abstracts.

and lots of them. Come and get prices
fore you buy, as we can

Roberson Abstract Company,
incorporated, announces revision
of its prices effective Jan. 1,
1918, on all orders file i on or after said date.
This company is incorporated
under the laws of this state, and
the law makes an abstract certi
fied to as correct by its secretary
and under its corporate seal evidence of the matters thereby
shown same as Public Records of
Torrance county. Ralph G- Rob
erson, Secretary.
Mares for sale, on time with
security. Fred H.
approved
Ayers, instancia, jn. m.

be-

Save you Money

KEMP BROS.

M. E, CHURCH
Services Sunday, March 17, 1918.
Sunday school at 10 A. M., Fred H.
Ayers. Supt.
Preaching services at 11 A. M. and
7:30 P. M.
Morning subject, "Certainty and un- pprtnintv.
xne Amusement
Evening subject,

Question."
v ..
.

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.
Agents for Torrance County.

.,,

.
i
i avi
Miecial music win iue renuereu
A full orchestra in the
both services.
euening.
Epwortn League at 0:40 r. m.
Subject, "Making the Moat of Ourselves." The pastor will lead the meet
.

Parts, Supplies and Repairs

Confidence the Result of Strength
management,
The streuKth of this bank is tbe direct result of its efficient
ample resources and capital. The confidence of tbe people is the result of
s
depositors
assure-itbank
safety
the
which
thestreniith anil unquestioned
and patrons. Ev r sinco 1b establishment tbo bank has uralually (rown in
of all
accounts
We
invite the
BtrenKth and aleo in tbe esteem of the people
who appreciate Bafoty for their mohey and careful, efficient service.

inc.

Everybody welcome to all the meet
ings.
W. J. Waltz, Pastor.

A

At a business meeting of the
League Monday evening the
Pres
officers were elected:
Miss Annie Porter; 1st vice pres., Mrs.
Rayborn; 2nd vice pres., Mrs Fith; 4th
vicepre8., Miss Maymie Hays; sec.
and treas., Mr. Spruill; oriranist. Miss
There will be devoFlossie Haddox
tional meetings every Sunday evening.
Business meetims followed by a social
first Monday evening in each month.

Strong Bank with no side lines.

Straight Banking.

Experienced manasomont and larse financial resources at our command.

Capital and Surplus $25.000.00

,

We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits

Torrance County Savings Bank

The Oldest Bank' in Torrance County
Willard. New Mexico

Remember, the

$29.50 per ton for

VALLEY HOTEL
Is the place for you to stop
and have a square meal and
a good bed when in Estancia.
Also good

GROCERIES AND MEATS
Prices Right
"THE

SATISFACTORY

STORE"

Just the Proper Roll

and finish are given to collars and
cufff at this laundry. And we do
not roughen or crack the edges.
You'll find your things last much
longer than usual if we do the laundering. We make linen last instead
of wearing it out. Try us for- - u
while and note how welhyour things
look and how well they hold out.
SANTA FE ELECTRIC

Nels Frostenson

J. E. Hinman, Agent,
of postoQicu.

LAUNDRY
2 doors north

No. 2 alfalfa,
Friday
and Satear
on
of
off
if taken
It will pay you
urday. March 15-1stock up NOW.

Hay
Apples

$1

to $1.75 a box,

all

3í

A. T. COCHRAN
fc"Phone orders given prompt attention

.larrtiuuiu
General Merchandise

Dealer in
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

in

This
first class condition.
may be your last chance to
buy at retail at wholesale
prices.

man

G:
3

cans, Feed Com, Alfalfa, Feed. Baled
Gasoline. Oil,
Bean Hulls, and Baled Corn Husks, f ul nnea in urorenes.
Clothing. Specialty in bilk Scarfs,
and
Shoes,
nrv Goods.
Silk Fringe Shawls, Linen and Silk Infant Kobes.
PHONE NO

15.

I Torreón, N. Méx.

rjJ
tjg

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

FOREIGN
Russians may back out
agreement with Germany.
Admiral Chen

,

of

LATE

peace

former min-

ister of the navy, was assassinated at
Canton, China. The assassin escaped.
John E. Redmond, (he Irish Nationalist leader, died in London. Death was
OP
CONDENSED RECORD
THE due to heart failure, following a recent
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
operation for an intestinal obstruction.
- The Spanish cabinet, recently reconHOME AND ABROAD.
structed by the Marquis De Alhuce
mas, who in addition to being premier
held the portfolio of foreign affairs,

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western Newspepsr Union Newi Servios,

DENVER MARKETS.
ímtÉtm

NEWS-HERAL-

CYCLONE IN OHIO

DESTROYSTOWNS
AND INJURED
KILLED
WHEN 8TORM 8WEEP8 PATH
FOURTH MILE WIDE.

MANY

Pithy News Items

HOW MRSt BOYD
AVOIDED AN

Gathered From All Over

OPERATION

New Mexico
Western Newspaper fnlon News Service.

Fat steers, eh. ta prime. . ,$12.6014. 00
fnillNC? EVENTS.
Fat steers, good to choice. 11.75if12.60
9
Annual convention New
March
Fat steers, fair to good.... 10.50 It 11.60
Mexico Woolgrowers' Association at
Heifers, prime
9.604S10.6O
Albuquerque.
Cows, fat, good to choice.. 9.004)1 9.75
Annual meeting New Mexico
WALL FALLS Oeber
8.00 THEATER
8.00
Cows, tat, fair to good....
FROM ALL
resigned.
Public Health AssociuiiKii.
.50(u í.ío
cows, common to luir
12.00U.OO
Veal
calves
Moscow is to be declared the new
The Tucumcarl Masonic lodge has
7.2iM 0.00
capital of Russia and the government Bulla
Feeders, rood to choice.... K.60 10.76
dedicated its new hall.
9.25
8.504?
Feeders,
good
ADULTS
to
AND
TWO
proposes
fair
to
publish
CHILDREN
TEN
a
to
statement
ACHIEVE'
this Feeders, jcommon
AYIN03, DOINGS,
Ralnh Enos of Santa Fe has been
8.50
fair... 7.50 10.60
effect. Petrograd will be proclaimed Stockera, good to to
9.00$
choice...
PERISH AND 63 HURT AT
promoted from a sergeant to second
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
8.25
9.00
Stockera, fair to good
a free port.
.,
lieutenant.
WINCHESTER, KY.
AND FEAR3 OF MANKIND.
A San Juan, Porto Rico dispatch Good hogs
I16.75ffil7.20
Extensive repairs are to be made on
says ten thousand cane field laborers
electric light and power plant in
the
WMttn Newspaper Untos news Brlc.
in the eastern end of the island are Lambs, light
$16.6016.5O Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Las Vegas.
Lamba,
heavy
14.00SÍ15.26
on strike, causing the closing down Ewes
ABOUT THE WAR
11.00W12.00
The first Christian congregation of
Tiffin, Ohio, March 11. A tornado
Yearlings
13.00614.25
a new
The French repulsed German raids of three sugar centrals,
12.00
12.60 vi3ited the west and middle portions East Las Vegas expects to erect
Wethers
on the Verdun front.
Maj. James R. Barbour of the Amer
of Seneca county early Sunday morn- church building.
11 A V AND UIIAIN
MAHKICT.
Troops and supplies (or Pershing's ican Red Cross, and Ralph Preston of
of ' dollars'
The Gallup Woman's Club has oring, causing thousands
forces now are moving to France on the American relief clearing house,
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Tries.)
worth of damage. Many buildings here ganized a war department to work for
schedule time.
have been decorated with the legion of
I ...
were carried from their foundation
the Red Cross.
Rllvlnir l'i liar.
n.. TlMl.
Colo, upland, per ton
American' troops are now holding honor by the French government.
22.0023 O3 and set down in adjacent fields.
"Uncle Joe" Clements of Roswell
20.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
over eight miles of trenches on the
The Finnish government has asked Prairie hay (new crop),
the veteran sheep man, will this year
Colo,
.18.0019.00
battle front of France.
per
persons
Five
and
Nebr..
ton.
Lima, Ohio, March 11.
the German emperor to appoint Prince Timothy. Der ton
lamb 10,000 ewes.
23. OOa 24.00
Eighteen British merchantmen were Oscar, the fifth son of the emperor, Alfalfa (new
are known to be dead, several others
The Presbyterians of Raton expect
crop) pec ton 20.00022.00
a.uu v u.v
rm k, per ton,
killed, scores are Injured to erect a new manse tobe occupied
sunk by mine or submarine in the king of Finland, the Afton Tidningen uuuiii
reported
are
Valley,
Gunniaon
.21.0023.00
per
ton..
week ending March 5.
scores of homes were completely or by the pastor and his family.
of Stockholm says it learns from dip-- . Straw, per toil
6.00W 7.00
(ruin.
London reports a raid attempted by lomatlc circles.
demolished and hundreds oí
The Jarilla Reduction Company of
8.90 partially
Oata, Nebr., 100 lua., buying
the enemy east of Epehy, under cover
...2.90 barns and outbuildings were razed Oro Grande filed Incorporation papers,
oats, bulk, buying
Great Britain's loans to her allies up Colo.,
Corn
chop,
;
sack, selling
which traveled across the capitalization being $50,000.
of a heavy artillery barrage, complete- to Feb. 9 had
3.36 by the tornado
1,264 000,000, Corn In sack, selling
totaled
ly repulsed.
3.22 northwestern Ohio Saturday evening.
Feed, sacked, selling
Andrew Bonar Law, chancellor of the Gluten
Mrs. Harry L. Wilson has been
1.7714
Bran,
aelling
Colo.,
per
Iba.,
property
damage range
100
of
Estimates
The war office announces that for exchequer, announced in the House of
named Library Publicity Director for
$5,000,000.
to
$1,000,000
from
casuthe first week of March British
Commons..
Loans to the dominions Hungarian patent, 98
the state by the Food Administration
No serious damage was done in any
lbs. sacked.
alties were 3,343, the lowest of any bad reached the sum of 180,000,000.
A baby girl, evidently having' been
uujeci io discount
of the larger cities. Most of the deweek for several months.
hours earlier was
An agreement has been arrived at
milJSSUU
struction was in country districts. The born onlv a few
Rome reports reciprocal firing ac- between
bridge at RosLeBa III
m IflHlon.
tornado began in Van Wert county, on found under the Hondo
tivity and effective work by Italian Manchuria,the consular corps at Harbin, Turkeys, luneyna.d,i.,p if fnltt 32
34
railway officials and the Turkeys, old tome
W26
state line, and then well.
24
the
airships. Also that a British aviator Chinese customs,
Turkeys, choice
20
Thieves broke into a store at Des
ifZ'i
service to permit the Ducks,
traveled in a northeasterly direction
brought down a hostile machine.
4 30
27
vauni"
export of foodstuffs by way of Irkutsk Geese
Hi 27
25
Towns suffering the most were Van Moines and carried away about 20
Eleven persons were killed and and Vladivostok and also for the
15
WIS
ship Hoosters
Convoy, Lima pairs of fine shoes and two boxes of
Wert, Middlepplnt,
, forty-si- x
others were injured in Wed- ment of Manchurian products to Vladi
Ottawa, hose.
Hamler,
Deshler,
Continental,
I.Irs
I'oultrr.
nesday night's airplane raid on Lon- vostok for export to the allies.
(Tricen iiae r.'i, II. Denver.)
The CarUbad Ginning Company has
FIndlay, Napoleon, Holgate, Miller
don, according to the latest reports.
Roosters, lb
16
BIS
finished its run for the 1917-1- 8 season,
City and Tiffin.
Five of thirty Mexican bandits who Young
gjj25
21
Narva, 100 miles southwest ot
tp3U
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
26
and announces the total output as 606
25
23
has been captured by the Ger- raided the Tom East ranch, South of Ducks, young
Findlay, Ohio. Damage estimated bales of cotton.
1C
have been killed by Usese
$20
mans and the enemy is reported to be Hebronvllle,
The Santa Fe Woman's Club has
posses headed by Texas rangers, and
at $200,000 was done in Hancock coun
.
continuing his advance on Petrograd.
ty when the tornado swept through sent $108.20, the proceeds of a motion
thirteen others of the band have been Eggs, ernricl No.- 1 net. F
The American steamship Armenia, located
O. B. Denverpicture show, to the Syrian and Ar.M here.
will be "accounted for," E.RK8.
irradeil N'a. 2 net. F.
formerly a German merchantman, lies accordingandto a message
menian relief fund.
.2
received at
O. B. Denver
beached and badly damaged on the Corpus Christl, Tex., from Hebronvllle.
kks. case count. misc.
Van Wert, Ohio. Four persons are
Mrs. Howard Huey of Santa Fe has
..
caes,
.I8.259.50
less
commission.
British coast after being torpedoed by None of the posse
known to be dead, several are in a lo been appointed chairman of the Womembers was In- ft German submarine.
llwller.
cal hospital more or less seriously In man's Liberty Loan committee of. the
Japan, according to a dispatch from Creameries, ex. 1st
48
grd., lb... 47
"We have acquired a direct free Tlen-Tsl, and fifty
jured, between twenty-fiv- e
state of New Mexico.
45
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb...
route via Russia to Persia and Afghan- ported to to the Daily Mail, is re- Process
43ÜSJ44
homes are completely or partly
farm
Luis Zla and Juan Martinez, recently
have
intimated
sb
that
32
Packing
,33
stock (net)
istan," says a dispatch from the Wolff would welcome
demolished, and scores of barns and sentenced at Albuquerque to the state
Chinese
l
bureau, the German
outbuildings were blown down by the penitentiary, likely will be deported
in the event that extreme measures Apples, Colo., newfruit.
fancy, box.l.004p2.60
agency, received at The Hague.
3.00 tornado which swept this county Sat to Old Mexico, their home.
were necessary in Siberia, thus desir- Pears, Colo
urday evening.
Forty-thre- e
American soldiers had ing to demonstrate her unselfishness.
M. B. Pringle and his wife, who own
The financial loss in the county is two and one-hal- f
been killed in action in France at the The Chinese government, it is added, Beans, Navy, Vegetables.
acres of Mimbres val12.008 H. 00
cwt
$1,000,-00estimated
to
at
from $500,000
end of March 2, while 252 bad been is said to have obtained documentary
7.0041 8.00
Beana, Pinto, cwt
ley land at Hondale, made a profit last
Beans, Lima, lb
15$ .16
Mld- - year of $679.20 on
The
tornado
at
first
struck
wounded and thirty-fiv- e
captured or proof that the Germans have
their little farm.
1.50$ 1.75
made Beeta. Colo., cwt
dleburg, traveling northeast across
missing, according to Washington War definite offers of
Colo
2.004r 2.25
A double tragedy occurred at
assistance to Rus Cabbage,
1.50(1 2.00 Harrison, Pleasant and Union town
Carrots, cwt
Department information.
Carcelino Carbojal shot and
.15
sian revolutionary
leaders if they Cauliflower, lb
liiiW
25$ .85 ships.
Onions, table, doz
Premier Clemenceau, who spent a would cause trouble.
Instantly killed his wife and probably
Potatoes, cwt
1.60$ 2.00
day on the American front northwest Jured.
fatally
wounded
Narciso Montoya.
.20
id
lomatues, n. 11., iu
Ky. Twelve persons
Winchester,
1.76
Turnips, Colo., cwt
S.00
Of Toul, decorated two lieutenants,
Elmyra Cooper,
daughter
SPORT
were
killed,
ten of whom were chil- of J. W. Cooper of Monument, was intwo sergeants and two privates with
Pury'ear,
AND
twenty-thre- e
I'KLTS.
UlDIiS
Denver
Earl
bantamweight,
dren,
persons
severely
so
the croiz de guerre with the palm for
Injured it was found necessary to re stantly killed when an automobile In
Dry Hides.
heroism which they displayed in the won the decision d over Billy Cepak,
which she was riding turned over.
Chicago,
in
a
move
bout
them to the Clark county hos
at
25
Fort
butcher,
lb
Flint
recent German raid.
U. S. District Judge Colin Neblett
21
Flint fallen, lb atag,
Sheridan, 111.
pital,
seand
thirty
less
about
others
12
lb
Serious fighting has taken place on
Flint bull and
riously hurt here when the walls of a sentenced William L. Lewis to serve
12
glue,
lb
The
Flint,
United
culls
and
Food
Administra.
States
e
the
sector of the Brit
30 days In the Santa Fe county Jail
Bait tildes. 2c to Sc lb. less.
Horse hides 12 to 28 price of green burned building adjoining a moving for selling liquor to a soldier at Dentish front, according to the official tion is taking a more determined stand
picture theater collapsed, crushing in
statement Issued by the British war than ever to prevent the hoarding and saueu.
ing.
Its roof.
office in London. A German attack waste of flour and sugar.
Cms. Salted Cured Hldea, etc.
William Harris, colored, is accused
10
09
40 lbs., lb
on a front of more than a mile com
ai uamp uuster, Mich., women Over
SLAV
FORCE8 TO AID JAPAN.
uy
of having stolen $280 and personal efunaer 40 ios., id
t 10
pelled some of the British advance nurses of the base hospital will learn Glue
07
hides and skins
08
Russians Await Landing of Troops at fects from another colored gentleman
posts to fall back, but later a counter boxing under the Instruction of Charlie Bull and atag
with whom he spent the night In
Part cured, lc leaa.
Vladivostok to Enter Siberia.
attack
the British line. White, division boxing Instructor.
Green, 2c less than cured.
Petrograd, March 11. The Pravda Raton.
The Yanks were further reinforced
A preliminary peace treaty between
Twenty-eigh- t
tracts of land compris
Calf anil Kip, Greea Salted.
organ of the Bolshevlkl, prints a disRumania and the Central Powers was in New York by the arrival of signed Calfskin,
lb
204122
ing an aggregate area of 48,320.71
says:
which
patch
from
Irkutsk
signed March 5, says a dispatch from contracts from Outfielder Camp,
Kip, i
12011
were
acres
sold at the Colfax county
Each.
of the council of
Ward and Pitcher McGraw all
"The
Bucharest. Under the terms of the
Deacons
1.001.25
court house by State Land Commispreliminary peace agreement, Ruma youngsters.
60$ .76 ministers of revolutionary Russia,
Slunka
Branded
.11 Prince Lvoff, bas constituted In the sioner Ervlen.
nia cedes the province of Dobrudja as GENERAL
Horae, No. 1
5.0000.00
far East a new Russian government
Ten sheep clubs are to be formed
2
4.00 $6.00
far as the Danube to the central poW'
The steamer City of Parkersburg Horee, No.pony
Glue and
2.503.oa which at present has Its seat at Pe in northern Union county, according
rs. Rumania also undertakes to fur- was sunk at Ironton, Ohio, in thirty Colt
60
.60 king,
awaiting
which
is
land
present plans. Not less than ten
the
and
to
transport
ther the
of Teutonic troops feet of water after hitting a sunken
ing cf Japanese troops at Vladivostok nor more than sixteen owners will
Greca Salted Pelta.
through Moldavia and Bessarabia to barge. There were no casualties.
Each.
In order to enter Siberian territory compose each club.
Odessa.
President Carranza issued a call for Lamb and sheep
.....$ 60Q2.50
with them. Telegraphic communica
i&fc) .45
lambs
Probate Judge J. C. Williams of
WESTERN
an extraordinary session of Congress Spring
Shearlings
.til)
100
tion between Vladivostok and Irkutsk Quay county, has been held to the fedGovernor Hunt announced the cali to meet April 1 for the purpose of
is interrupted. The soviet of Vladivos- eral grand Jury In Santa Fe in April
Dry
Pelts.
Flint
ing of a special session of the Art' framing laws for the election of depu- Wool pelts
StffiSS
tok is mobilizing its forces for resist- to answer to the charge of violating
sona Legislature at a date to be later ties, senators and president of the re- Short wool pelts
30$31
ance and is forming a Red army."
24
the selective draft law.
ouicner aneumnge, no. 1......
public of Mexico.
fixed, probably in June.
No. 2 murían shearlings
10
The new Colorado & Southern sta
one
"The
real business of the naMeatless meal scheme Is temporarily
sucks, saddles and pieces at value.
FRENCH LAUD AMERICAN VALOR.
tion at Mt. Dora has been completed.
tion is to win the war now every abandoned.
aUSCELLANUOUS
MARKETS.
thing else is merely 'chores,' " Will
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Bates, of near
Field
von Hindenburg
Marshal
Prices for Metals.
After U.. S. Troops Oust Foe From Logan, were shot, and Geo. C. HawM. Hays, chairman of the Republican
drinks beer, wine and whisky "until he
Bar silver, 85 'Ac.
In
Won
Lorraine.
Ground
National committee, declared in Chi- is purple in the face," Mme. Laura
Is alleged to have done the shootkins
823.12
Copper,
H.
cago.
Lead, $7.464( 7.62,
Turcznowlcz, an American married to
Washington,
March 11.
German ing after a quarrel over the upkeep of
Spelter, 37.65.
Three slices of bread a day without a Pole, declared in New York. She obTungsten concentrates, per unit, $28. troops in their attack on Lorraine on a gate between the adjoining farms.
butter and coffee is the ration allowed served Von Hlndenbui'g's dissipations
Of the 35 men who left Grant county
Colo. Tunersten
Boulder.
innppn. the night of. March 4 twice gained a
to each person in Norway, according when he quartered himself in her trates, 60 per
cent, 320.00022.50 per footing In the American trenches, only with the New Mexico contingent of
unit: crude ores. 60 ner cent. 122.IHII
to E. Luldvig, a prominent business bous 3 in Poland In 1915, she said.
army, a large number
26.00; 25 per cent, 812. 00 12.60: 10 per to be driven out In fierce fighting. An the draft
man of the country, who was in Dencent, S9.40I&12.20 per unit.
official dispatch from France giving claimed no deferred classification, and
Formation of a national dry federaver for a few days.
some
offered to go before, their turns.
tion, which will be composed of practhe French view of the encounter said
CMeago Grain and Pravlaloa Prices.
Tom and John Powers and Tom Sis-soi- , tically every leading prohibition sociGovernor Llndsey and members of
Chlcairo.
Corn Mn a v.iin
ei eK- - the Americans showed a "rare quality
who killed Sheriff R. F. McBride, ety In the country and will be the big No. 4 yellow, 81.6b1.78.
and calm his staff went to Los Angeles and then
of courage,
3 White. fi4é2B4r" mtanA.
Undersheriff M. R. Kempton and gest organization in the world oppos ard.Oats94H4iNo.95c.
bravery which won them the admira
direct to Camp Kearny, Linda Vista,
Deputy Sheriff D. K. Wooten of Gra ing liquor, was announced in Chicago.
Kye No. 2, 82.95.
tion of the neighboring French troops as the guests of General Strong, com
Barley
II.
2.40.
80S
ham county, Feb. 10, were caught by William Jennings Bryan is president
and the hearty congratulations of the mandant, where they viewed the great
Timothy 95.00Q 8.00.
soldiers of a cavalry regiment, 35 of tae organization, and active speak
Clover 128.00 U 31.00.
parade.
French high command."
Lard 126.32.
miles south of Nachita, only a short ing campaigns will be started.
Newton D. Baker, the American sec
Hlbs J24.45 24.95.
Bear grass or soap weed is being
distance from the international boun
retary of war, with a staff of seven cut in large quantities in the Portales
Fifty-ondelegates
Boatos. Wool Market.
dary, according to word received at tion national conventionto the Prohibi
persons,
seaport
arrived at a French
Boston. Wool Scoured basis:
bolted to the
section, cured, baled and shipped to
Douglas, Arli.
r n im.li.. mnntl. 11.680 on an American armored cruiser.
leui
new National party, and approximateSt. Louis. This produces a good fiber,
line, elgnt month ai. 664? 1.60.
In
German
the
Bois
failed
attacks
WASHINGTON
ly 100 others. Including National ComTerritory Fine staple. 11.85; half-blomuch like sisal. So far about 40 cars
combing,
1.701.75;
Le Petre Reillon and Letrlcourt sec have been shipped.
Designating May 7 as an interna- mittee Chairman Virgil G. Hinsbaw.
combing, 11.50: fins tors, according to the Paris official
tional memorial day for those losing signified their intention of joining the clothing, 31.60il.65;
fins medium
"Food Production, Food Conserva
statement issued by the war office.
their lives In the war against Prus- new party, which was formed by So- cjoinmg. si. 054 1.60.
tixtra. ll.SOéel.RR. A A. 11.7ft
The American army baslost 958 tion," and "All for Our Country," was
sian autocracy was proposed in a reso- cialists who bolted from the St. Louis
1.80 A supera,
1.60f 1.(5.
men in France and 6,763 men in the the underlying themes of the program
lution Introduced by Senator Polndex-te- r convention. The action was taken beWew York Cottaa Prices.
United States In the last seven of the annual convention of the New
NeW
York. ifnttnn
of Washington.
99 lit'
The resolution cause of the failure of the Prohibition
Maroh
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' As
sn'ea- - months.
proposes to Invite the allies to fix the convention to vote for a merger with Mav. 81.89: Jnlv SI 4. u-i.-w
December, 30.06; middling, 13.40
sociation at Las Vegas.
same date.
the Nationals.
FRANK MULLIGAN FOUND GUILTY
In order to
with the de
Women In uniform or members of
More than $12,000,000.000
Ckleaae Live Stock
worth of
aatatleaa.
Brighton, Colo. The Adams county partment of labor,
Chicago Hogs Bulk. 111.76017.40;
which desires that
insurance has been written on the parties containing women in uniform light
a
jury
forreturned
convicting
verdict
ii.uu4fi7.e5;
mixed IK. (50
lives of American soldiers, sailors and cannot be served alcoholic beverages
'65; heavy, llsOOfij
17.20:
rough. mer Denver City Detective Frank H. the older boys of the country be re,o..o piga, sia.zbty 17.00.
nurses by the war risk Insurance bu- in leading uptown hotels in New York
leased for employment as early In the
Cattle Native ateera. 88. 0014. 10; Mulligan of the charge of complicity
Lord Robert Cecil, minister of block stockera and feeders. 17. 7043111. 25; cows
reau. Secretary McAdoo announced.
spring as possible, the board of eduholdup
and
In
robbery
the
of
Mrs.
A substantial American army al- ade, in a statement, pointed out the and heifers, 6.6011.75; calves, 8.7i Harry T. Nolan and
Rev. Father cation at Tucumcarl has decided to
ready Is In the trenches on the west- seriousness of the German menace in -- Sb'p Sheep, I10.7591M5; lambs, Garrett J. Burke in the
the
Model road order sessions of school held on Sat4
18.06.
914.25
ern front, and Secretary Baker has In- Siberia and urged Japanese intervenurdays from now until the end of the
house early In the morning of Jan. 2.
dicated that there may be at least tion there.
term. This will enable the schools
Batter, Egga. Patataca sat Paaltrr.
1,000,000 troops in France during 1918.
Former
Cabinet
Member
Dies.
The condition of George Von L. Mey
Chicago. Butter
to dismiss on May 4 Instead of May IT.
Creamery, 42 MO
Boston. George von L. Meyer, forThe interest date on loans to allies er, who has been ill at his home In iSHc.
:Kga
Two thousand
dollars has been
14c; ordinary firsts. 15 mer
cabinet
member
bas been raised from 4 per cent to Boston for several weeks with a tumor tjjoc; at Firsts.
diplomat,
and
mark, caaes Included, 32 4) 87c
Potatoea Wisconsin, Michigan and died at his home here Saturday night raised by the people of Hot Springs
8 per cent, as a result of the recent of the liver was more serious and phy
for the construction of a road from
Minnesota, bulk, 11.1061.20: do. sacks.
after an Illness of several weeks.
increase In the rate on certificates of sicians said there was little hope of
that place to the Elephant Butte dam.
oís recovery.
indebtedness from 4 to 4 ft per cent.

"I

Canton, Ohio.

from a

operation before I
could get well
"My mother, who
bad been helped bv
LydiaE.Pinkhara'8

SOURCES

'J'SJ

roffered

female trouble which caused me much
unenng, ana two
doctors decided
that I would have
to go through an

Vegetable

Com-

pound, advised ms
to try it before submitting to an operation. It relieved me
from mv tmni,io.
so I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is
afflicted with female troubles to give
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much for
them." Mrs. MAMB BOYD, 1421 6th
6t, N. E., Canton, Ohio.
Sometimes there are serious conditions where s hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other hand
eo many women have been cured by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
doctors have said that an operation was
every woman who wants
necessary
to avoid an operation should give it a
fair trial before submitting to such a
trying ordeal.
If complications exist, Write to Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. The result of many years
experience Is at your service.
COIDS ANO LA SHIPPE.
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IlkLntf
druggists
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sell then.

He'd Paid the Bills.
"How (lid Weds happen to ninny
a dressmaker?"
"For her money. She
mude nil of his first wife's clothes."

Girls! Use Lemons!

.

?

Make a Bleaching,
Beautifying Cream
The Juice of two f resli lemons strained into a bottle containing three ounces
of orchard white makes a whole quarter pint of the most remarkable lemon
skin bcautifler at about the cost one
must pay for a snuill jar of the ordinary cold creams. Care should be taken to strain the leiuon Juice through a
fine cloth so no lemon pulp gets, in,
then tills lotion will keep fresh for
months. Every woman knows that lemon Juice Is used to bleach and remove
such blemishes as freckles, sallowness
and tan and Is the ideal skin softener,
snioothener and benutlfler.
Just try it I Get three ounces of
orchard white at any pharmacy and
two lemons from the grocer and make
up a quarter pint of this sweetly fra
grant lemon lotion and massage It daily
into the face, neck, nrms and hands. It
nnturnlly should help to soften, fresh
en, bleach and bring out the roses and
beauty of any skin. It Is simply marvelous to smoottien rough, red hands.

idv.

He Couldn't Stand It
She "At least a mirror doesn't Ant
ler one." He "No ; that Is why I never look In one."
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
?ierce's Pleasant Pellets. They reñí
ate liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
111

Some men work an empty honor for
there Is In It.

"Nothing is new under the sun!"
How about the 1018 weather records t

WAS DISCOURAGED
Lost 65 Pounds in Weight and
Bad to Give Up Work. Has Been
Well Since Using Doan's.
"Being exposed to extreme heat
when working ns an engineer, and

then going outdoors to cool off,
caused my kidney trouble," eays
Karl Goerlng, 8513 N. Orkney St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. "In cold weath
er and when It was
damp, my Joints and
would swell
muscles
and ache and often my
limbs were so badly affected It was only with
great misery I was able
to get around. For a
week I was laid up in
jiuruiy uuie iu m. riglsi
Deu,
move hand or foot.
"Another trouble was from lrreg-uln- r
and scanty passages of the
kidney secretions.
I became dull
and weak and had to give up my
work. Headaches and dizzy spells
nearly blinded me and I went from
Nothing
265 to 200 In weight.
helped me and I felt 1 was doomed
to suffer.
"At last I had the good fortune to
hear of Doan's Kidney PUli and began taking them. I soon got back
my strength and weight and all the
rheumatic pnlns and other kidney
troubles left. I have remained
cured." Bworn to before me,
WM. H. M'MUNN, Notary Public.
Cat Daea's at Aay Stars, SOe a feoa

DOAN'S

"pV

CO. BUFFAIA N. V.

IRRITATING COUGHS
Promptly treat coorha, cold, bosneneM.
bronchitis and atmilar inflamed and irritated
cooditioiaiof tbeUirofttwithatsedre

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

WESTERN

MINING AND OIL
NEWS
Wutern Newipapar Union Newa Srvlce,
Price for Metals.
New York. Lead
7.7.62.
Bar Silver 85o.
Copper Í23.12V4.
St. Louis. Spelter $7.56.
Boulder. Tunesten concentrates 60
por cent, $20.0022.50 per unit; crude
nrp. fin npr cent 122.00025.00: 25 Per
cent, 12.0012.50; 10 per cent, Í9.40
lz.zo per unit.
Arizona.

Peck silver
The famed early-damines near Prescott are to be revived.
The Idaho mine in the vicinity ot
Montana camp at Ruby is being
worked and lead and silver ore taken
out.
i
Adama and Townsend are shipping
rich tun eh ten concentrates from the
mines, In the Aquarius
Williams
mountains
Arizona nroduced t4.092.800 in 1010
and yielded $5,533,800 in gold in 1917,
and was the only state wnicn naa an
Increased output
!n the Conner creek section, the Bio
Vista Mines Company has started
work on a rtoud of claims lornieny
owned bv Horace Porter.
Shuttiirk-Arizona'a
February produc
tion totaled 854,042 pounds copper, b,-7B- S
nounds of lead. 6.590 ounces silver
and 7.2C3 ounces eold. January output
was copper 849,440 pounds, lead 84,000
pounds, silver 9,599 ounces ana goia
1,058 ounces
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Colorado.

that another oil rig
will Bhortly be erected on the Rock
Cañón escarpment west of Pueblo.
Mount Logan mining district, com- nlvinir with oublic land laws, has Been
organized at Debeque by six shale oil
companies.
Prof. H. A. Huston, an authority in
the chemical world, notes a remark- nhle Increase in the technical and pop
nlar Interest in the subject of produc
ing potash in America.
In nrespntinc to the public the Oil
shale proposition of western Colorado
the most difficult elemtn in tne task
is to clearly convey an Idea of Its
enormous proportions.
Bv midsummer the production of
molybdenum in Colorado will approximate $1,000,000 a month, the entire
nutnut of the mines being contracted
tnr hv the eovernment for war pur
poses. This estimate is given in the
March issue of the Federal Reserve
Bulletin, which reviews generally the
agriculture,
condition of business,
livestock and mining in the states
comprising the Tenth district of the
reserve bank.
in announced

Tt

lÉi
process his will be a mastert
ful, leading, helpful spirit which the
spirits of all must acknowledge, respect and submit to.
In His Day.
We of the present day can hardly
conceive of the conditions existing In
the British Islands in his day.
The native Celts were heathen and
brutish, and had no higher ambition
than to exist, unless it was to rob
neighboring tribes of their cattle, hogs
and fair women. Physically they were
strong, vigorous and emotional, and
possessed of good nature, wit and social feeling 1ft a marked degree as compared with the inhabitants of other
Islands.
Noting this, St. Patrick must have
concluded there was something here to
work on, something good; and seeing
this he took It as his command to assist in the development of the social
disposition and good feelings of these
people.
He therefore became one of them,
lived with them, won thalr confidence
and commanded their respect. In order that he might be an efficient leader
went abroad and
he occasionally
studied under the fathers of the church,
powerful to conmost
religion
Is
for
trol the feelings and change the aspirations of men.
No matter what he may have been
born, he was a true Irishman.
trying-ou-

WORTHILY RANKS

AMONG SAINTS
Patrick's Useful Life and Good
Works Entitle Him to Position of Eminence.
PLA3E OF BIRTH

NO MATTER

Certain He Was a True Irishman and
Accomplished Much for the Welfare of the Race During His
Sojurn on the Island.
of the reasons why St.
Is such a favorite the
over Is that he was so
very human. He hadn't much
nf n chance when a boy, but he made
the best of what he had. If he had not
he would have been a hogherd all the
days of his life. He was a slave, In
very truth, being bound to a pagan hog
raiser In Britain.
But you can't keep a good man down,
and that's a fnct.
If all the legends be true, which can
hardly be possible, Patrick was a
among the Indies, even making
an impression on the good St. Bridget.
Maybe this was before they becnme
saints of course It was, for how could
they be saints and be alive at the same
time?
However, there Is quite a lot of writings, whether genuine or not, that go
to show that he was a real human
lover, and that dear Bridget was exceedingly fond of him, and would have
married him could be have procured
the consent of the church.

ONE

Hia Life and Works.
From all that can be learned concerning the life and works of St. Patrick, he was a good man, and spent his
life going about doing good for his fellows.
as you know, a good man is more
highly respected, more beloved and exerts a greater influence for good in
the community in which he Is known
than even the wealthiest, the most
powerful or most favored. He may not
wear purple and fine linen, nor fnre
sumptuously, but he Is making the
world better and Is, therefore, truly,
and in the highest sense, a son of God.
There are numerous stories and legends concerning St. Patrick, some of
which may be true. But it matters
little whether he was a Milesian born1
in Spain, or a son of a poor swineherd of the green Isle.
The history of the world shows that
the mere circumstances of birth cuts
very small figure in the matter of rent
greatness. From earliest times me
men who have figured most prominently In world movements for the betterment of mankind have been of
humble origin.
In order to rise from the lowly birth
station of Lincoln or of Moses, a man
must have the true spirit of manliness In him. If he survive the severe

A Real Man.

There are those who regard St. Patrick as a fakir more or less, because
of the miracles he Is said to have
wrought.
As fur as known St. Patrick did not
claim to have miraculous power, nor
to have driven the reptiles out of Ireland.
It has always been the rule among
Ignorant and superstitious people to
credit their religious teachers and
great leaders with having done some
marvelous or miraculous thing. Without something of the sort other Ignorant and superstitious people would
not heed them.
There may never have been any reptiles on this particular Island, It having been one of the last to rise up out
of the salty sea.
It is not the fnct that a man Is able
to do wonderful things, or to work miracles, that makes him great really, but
his ability to see and to comprehend
the great truths concerning life, and to
earnestly desire to spread these among
the people. This It isf that commands
the attention of the livelier spirits,
and wins the respect and confidence of
those who desire better things In this
Ufe.

Such was St. Patrick.
A Splendid. Type.

It is not the mere Human creature
that accomplishes great things, but the
man within the machine. It was not
the figure seen by the people that
their admiration, for he was
not an Apollo, nor was It the fumlllar
form bearing a shepherd's crook that
brought these rough, untutored men to
their knees and Inspired them with
worshipful feelings; nor was It the
venerable father that aroused the
spark of crude love In their hearts and
ripened It until It became a controlling
Influence of thejr Uvea.

It was the man within the plnlnlj
clad form, the spirit that lighted the
kindly eye, the love that prompted the
tongue to utter appeals, to give timely
warnings and to promise contentment,
prosperity and happiness to all who
would Uve right one toward another,
thus pleasing God and making for
peace and good will on earth.
Great he was Indeed, else he could
not have done so great good toward
all men.
PLANT LONG

HELD

SACRED

Clover, of Which the Shamrock Is a
Species, Was Much Thought Of
by the Ancient Creeks.

It Is difficult to say what was the
original shamrock, trefoil or Hero Trin
ity. The leaf now recognized as the
national emblem is that of the white
clover, but the name shamrock is
generic and Is applied also to the
purple clover, the speedwell, the pirapernel and to the wood sorrel.
The clover of two or four leaves
wasield sacred In the festivals of the
Greeks. The one of four leaves, when
carried about, Is supposed to Insure
success at play and confer the power
of detecting evil spirits. The lover
may put it under his pillow and he will
dream of his beloved, or the maiden
may slip It Into her sweetheart's shoe
without his knowledge and It will in
sure his safe return from any journey.
It may be employed to prevent the
wearer's being drawn into military
service, is said to be a cure for lunacy,
and is still, among Hie Irish, regarded
as magical, even sacred. Snakes dis
like It exceedingly and will not remain
where it Is growing.
shamrock is
Some say the four-lea- f
the shamrock of luck, and others that
one that holds the
it is the
magic touch. This latter is rare and
prized and Is said to grow from a de
caying body, as the nettle Is Bald to
spring from burled human remains. The
shamrock of luck must be found "witnont searching, without seeking." When
thus discovered It should be cherished
and preserved as an Invincible talis
man.
ST.

PATRICK

PAID

HIS WAY

He Tells of His
Custom Never Asked for
Contributions.

In His "Confessions"

A

CHEW IT AFTER
EVERY MEAL

VNf

if
I

3p

.
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The Flavor LastsVJj

He Sidestepped.
Not Just as Good.
"Just why did you leuve colleger
Huv c you a tireless cooker In your
"The dean didn't go Into details."
bouse V"
Jack O'Lantern.
No, but we have n coalless fire."

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
by LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease. has been a household remedy all over
tho civilized world for more than half
enced by constitutional conditions. HALL'8
m&uhsínb; wut cure caiarrn. a century for constipation. Intestinal
uatahkh
Jt is t&Ken Internally and acts through troubles, torpid liver ana tne generally
Montana.
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of tne
Anaconda Copper Company will System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE depressed feeling that accompanies
composed or some or tne Dest ionics such disorders.
It Is a most valuable
start work immediately on the con is
known, combined with some of the beet
The perfect combination remedy for indigestion or nervous dys
struction of a plant at Boston and blood purifiers.
Ingredients
CATARRH
In
HALL'S
of
the
trouble, bringing on
liver
pepsia
and
Montana works at Great Falls for the MEDICINE la what produces such wonheadache, coming up of food, palpitaderful reaultB in catarrhal conditions.
electrolytic production of ferro-mau- Druggists 75e. Testimoniáis iree.
tion of heart and many other sympgañese, so essential now in the pro
Co., Props., Tojedo, O.
F. J. Cheney
toms. A few doses of August Flower
duction of steel.
will immediately relieve you. It 1 a
A Hair Store Blonde.
Butte Copper and Zinc Company,
Ask your druggist
gentle laxative.
light?"
Mamie's
hair
"Isn't
month,
was
a
although February
short
Adv,
all civilized countries.
In
Sold
easoff
on
It
can
and
"Yes,
she
lift
by
the
was
production
far
a
that
had
largest to date, averaging nearly 300 ily." Boston Transcript.
Lots of women quarrel with their
tons daily of manganese and zinc ores
Men are ninde to make money thnt husbands because they deem It an imThe shipments of man
combined.
portant part of their domestic duties.
ganese were 2,600 tons and of zinc
about 5,300 tons.
Copper Company pro
Anaconda
duced in February 24,100,000 pounds
of copper, compared with 24,984,000 in
January. Inspiration production in
February was 6,200,000 against 5,000, Work In Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
000 in January. Butte and Superior in
FARMING Df MAN POWCT NBCBS8ABT
TO WIN TUB BATTLE FOB LIBERTY
February outputted 12,500,000 pounds
of zinc and 250,000 ounces of silver.
for
The Food Controller- - of the United States and Canada are askingavail-li
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheatTJare
-.11;.
Kfnr fhi rrnnw harvest. - -Don the
New Mexico.
uic Ml iuc ecu IU Ulu. Jl,v
The Lincoln Oil Company of Oscuro efforts of the United States and Canada rest the burden of supply.
at
sb
with capitalization
waa Incorporated
Evtry Available Tillable Aera Must contriDutei tvery avauanio
of $250,000.
Assist
Must
Hand
Farmer and Farm
The usual bullion shipment was
Western Canada has an enormous acreaee to be seeded, but man power
made from the Mogollón Mines Co.
for feedChanges have been made in power dis- is abort, and an appeal to the United States allie if for more men
tribution and forty stamps are now ing operation.
being run continuously.
Canada's Wheat Production Last Year was 225,000,000 Bushels; the
Crushing machinery is beginning to
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushsls
arrive at the Socorro plant. The mathe land but needs
To tecure thif the must have assittance. - She hatevery
chine Bhop, blacksmith and carpenter
man who can
States wantf
shops, store room and laboratories are the men. The Government of the United
land in the United
complete and the steel head frame and effectively help, to do farm work thif year. It wantt the
Statet developed first of course; but it alto wantf to help Canada. Whenore bins are nearly finished.
we can tpare to Canada's fieldt after our are tupplied,
The Oaks Company has let a con- ever we find a man
him there.
tract on a connection drift between we want to direct
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will cell you where you can
the Central shaft and the Maud mine.
Two shifts are being worked. Ship best serve the combined interests.
ments were made from Mogollón from
Western Canada's help will be required not later than April Sth. Waget
the Maud S., Eberle and Clifton mines. to competent help, Í50.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
The Toltec people, drilling their sec
Thote who respond to thit appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages,
They will get a rate of one cent
ond well north of Roswell, are down good board and find comfortable homes.
2,000 feet, and have passed through
a mile from Canadian boundary points to dettination and return.
175 feet of oil sand which they claim
For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had
showed no quantity of oil. They ex
U. S. EMPLOTMcIT SERYICt, utraniMUi or upuw
pect production about 2,400 to 2,500
feet.

Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger crops

irf4a

Always chary of "sending round the
plate," Patrick paid his own way
through the Green Isle, as he emphat
ically relates in his "Confessions."
"But when It happens that I baptised
so many thousand men did I accept
ever a screpall (a Celtic coin of the
Wyoming.
value of about Blx cents) from themt"
Wyoming Chemical Products Comhe wrote. "Tell me, and I wlll"return pany of Casper is a new incorporation
it to yon. Or when the Lord ordained capitalized at $3.000,000.
clergy through my humility ana min
The Springer Oil and Gas Company
istry, did I confer the grace gratu
Torrington, capitalized at $100,000,
ItouslyT If I asked any of them even of
has been chartered In Wyoming.
the value of my shoe, tell me, aud
Fort Steele Petroleum Company will
will repay you more, I rather spent
operations on 8,000 acres in the
for yon as far as I was able, and start
Shirley
basin and Flat Top sections.
among you and everywhere for you I
Buckeye Oil Company baa been Inendured many perils In distant places,
corporated under the laws ot Wyowhere none had been farther or had
an authorized capital of
ever come to baptize or ordain the ming with
clergy or confirm the people."
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Special Correspondence.

ritOVEN

Mr. Roland received a telegram telling him of the serious
illness of his mother again last

There is a Heap of Solace in Being Able to Depend Upon a
Well Earned Reputation.

week.

Mr, and Mrs. Will Price and
For months Estancia readers have son
attended services at Silver-to- n
praise
of
expression
constant
the
Been
on Sunday last.
for Doan's Kidney Fills, and read about
the good work done in this locality.
The Campbells and their kin
What other remedy ever produced such all went kodaking,
picnicing and
convincing proof of merit?
Albert Merrier, carpenter, 422 N. health seeking in the mountains
Eleventh St., Albuquerque. N. Méx., last Sunday.
However, Rev.
brought on kidney Campbell attended Sunday school,
says: "Over-worlame'
up
I
with
laid
was
and
a
trouble
preached a fine sermon and atback.
I feared to move a muscle becommunion before he
cause of the sharp pains, that pierced tended
Those who went to the
My kidneys didn't act properly went.
me.
and I was often compelled to get up picnic were Mr. and Mrs. Luther
several times at night to pass the kid- Campbell and children, Derword,
ney secretions. The first box of Doan's Turner,
Doris Belle, Luther and
Kidney Pills helped me greatly and beL.,
J.
Mr.
and Mrs. Ren Smith,
I
fore I had finished the second box,
was cured. N The cure has proven per Mr. and Mrs. Roberts and children F. G., Guilford and Vera,
manent now for years. "
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't sim Mr, and
Mrs. Campbell and
remedy get daughters
ply ask for a kidney
Veta
and Callie, Fate
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Jackson, Misses Sara Buckner,
Mr. Merrier had.
k

Foster-Milbou-

Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

adv

.

LUCY
Special Correspondence.

Miss Beula Brown is visiting

her sister Mrs. Ayer at Hurley,
She left last Friday and
N. M.
will probably be gone two or
three months.
J. W. Walker made a trip to
the mountains last week to procure seed corn, but he found
they had less of this product
than he has. He was near the
Manzanos and found that they
too have spotted' rains in that
section of country.
B. J. and R. M. Rhoads and J.
W. Mourfield were here Monday
with beans. They were not able
to dispose of all of them here so
they took the rest to Estancia.
Among the many people at the
Hotel.Lucy Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Kelly and little daughter
Frances.
Quite a large crowd from here
attended the singing at Mr.
Kirkpatrick's Sunday afternoon.
There was some excellent music
and singing.
Madam Rumor says C. H. Mil-e- r
y
has purchased the E. A.
place the lot near the
Mat-tingl-

Mr. Miller would
school house.
like to be nearer school, as his
present mode of transporting his
boy to school is expensive and

inconvenient.
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Mary and Helen Grassham.
After a delightful picnic dinner
the whole bunch enjoyed the
afternoon as no one but newcomers can enjoy the mountains.
All returned home about night,
a tired but happy crowd.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Long and
son Jur or of Frontier spent Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Eblin and attended singing at Cedar Grove Sunday night,
returning home on Monday.
Mrand Mrs. Fred Kutchin
and Miss Flossie Bigbee attended services here last Sunday and
took dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
L. W. Jackson.
Mrs. Jackson
also entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Grassham and Hattie L.
Seb Campbell and lady friend
tried to visit relatives in this
neighborhood Sunday afternoon
but found no one at home,, so
wended his way back home.
Lome again, aea, and come
earlier in the day and maybe
you'll be in better lucli.
Mr. and Mrs. Saunders and
children and Mrs. Big Garland
attended services at this place
last Sunday.
Mr. Ficklin and sons,
Mr.
Massy, Mrs- Alice Jackson and
daughters Lola and Louise, Mr.
and Mrs. Massy and child, Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Clark and sister,
and Mr. and Mrs. Drew Clark
and baby attended services here
Sunday. In fact our old school
house was chock fall and we felt
very much like the Silverton of
several years back, and we hope
to have the same crowd and a
few new ones added each Sunday. Rev. Campbell preached a
fine sermon and everyone was interested. His subject was ' 'The
Judgment Day." He will preach
another sermon on the 4th Sun
day on some subject, so if you
W8nt to hear something good
-

CEDARVALE

come out.

Rev. Ligon preached to a full
house at Cedar Grove last Sunday and will preach on the same
subject next Sunday, and we are
sure you can hear the truth put
in very plain terms if you go to
Cedar Grove.
Well, well, well, I won't say
anything about our Silverton
young people or tell that some of
them went horseback riding on
Sunday afternoon, nor tell that
the reason they rode, their heels
were oh, no, I'll not say any
more for one good sister would
not shake hands with me last
Sunday.
So I'll just keep quiet
if I can. Somebody help me to
shut up.
Miss Flossie Bigbee is teaching
a very successful term at Silver-to- n
this year, but Flossie says
she'll sure get me a setting of
turkey eggs if I'll give her a
turkey dinner when school is out.
Ahem! Sure I will. Bring on
the eggs I never go back on a
promise.
Milford and Frank Milbourn
are erecting a barn and repairing the house on their place rented by Luther Campbell and family.
Mrs. Ben Young is contemplating seeking a lower altitude for
She will shortly go
her health.
to El Paso and other points.
Say, did any of you ever hunt
a fire in the day time with a
I heard of that being
lantern?
done recently.
The neighborhood was certainly glad to learn that it was a
mistake about Kenneth Mathews
being killed, as he has many
warm friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Eblin
spent last Saturday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Long.
Mr. Denny is moving to the
This will
Rice place this week.
mean several new scholars for
our school, and we hope i will
mean new Sunday school scholars also.
Mrs. P. T. Grassham spent
the day with Mrs. Milford
last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon spent
Sunday afternoon visiting Mr.
and Mrs. H. Ligon.
Are we going to Lave a Sunday school picnic this year, and
shall it be a general picnic and
where shall we have it? Get
your thinking cap on and get the
Our
question settled early.
young people still like picnics,
and some of we older ones enjoy "sich." things now and then,
and we can "Hooverize" just as
well picnicing as we can at home.
If we are going to keep our
young people interested we'll
have to do something now and
then to interest them. What do
you say? Don't all speak at once.
Ren Smith has his plowing
done.
I think he is the first to
get through. ,
George Merrifield we hear is
on the sick list this last week.
Mil-bou-
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merchant, and
ranchman, also
a Mr. Baily, all of Negra were
business visitors here Monday.
The Willard Mercantile Co. of
this place is commencing this
week to arrange for the tearing
down of their present building
and the erection of a larger one
of concrete on the same site.
A card has been received by
the vice chairman of the Red
Cross Chapter of this place, Mrs.
Lazenby, to the effect that the
yarn for this order had been
shipped by express, and is expected to reach here by SaturHoman,

W. B. Marshaíl,

day.

We regret to chronicle the
death of Mr. C. A. Davenport of
Negra, N. M., uncle to our merchant, C. E. Davenport, of this
place, who after a lingering illness succumbed to death's call
last Sunday night at the ripe old
years, nine
age of seventy-eigh- t
months and twelve days.

Special Correpondence.

Everybody in and around
Cedarvale is getting ready to put
in a big bean orop this year.
Mr. Strong, our county agent,
made us a very pleasant call one
day last week.
R. F. Tavlor and Roy Hileman
are trying to buy another car of
beans for Jenson & Pace.
Ó. M. Butts has rented farm
near Mountainair and wjll soon
move there.
Barney Welch and Miss Gladys
Smith surprised many of their
friends around here by getting
married.
C. L. Fletcher and' son Dave
are drilling a well for J. W.
Donaldson.
Rolla Ireton left for Roswell
last week where he will spend
the summer.
A. J. Mitchell ha3 been home
for the past week but left for
Estancia again Monday to work
at his trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Payne
were Cedarvale callers last
Thursday.
,
Cedarvale now has a W. O. W.
lodge with several new members.
.

RATTLESNAKE
Special Correspondence.

Clarence Vick returned home
from Fort Sumner,
where he has been visiting relatives.
Tmnro PVinnrla nnrl A. A. Mnnr- o
field madé ajbusiness trip to
1
Saturday.
fg
l
you?
way,
along
ed
didnt
the
people
com
"You little
of the
jj
The young
Kept grandma watting Oh well, it's all tight. Because
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munity ate dinner with Mr. and
all
Sunday,
Mrs. B. J. Rhoads
g
jf
reporting a nice time and a fine
BAKING POWDER
EB
liHj
is always right. It's worth waitine for. Always wel.
dinner.
"ki !, Vhl R3
Never t.s. Never
to.
tome. Never shirksmaterials
and I hvvw us pure and
íii
wastes minutes or
'!
Vigil g
wholesome, as Calumet confino only such ingredients
Mrs. M. A. Mourfield spent a
!!il,' 339
li
as have been approved officially by the U. S. Food
Authorities."
UJk'Í.H ttS
few days last week with her son
E
H.. ffilU-You save Khen you buy it you save icbm you tat II,
5J
J. W.
HIGHEST
MS
Mr. Taack spent a few days
here this week.
We all enjoyed a nice singing
at Mr. Kirkpatrick's Sunday. A
large crowd was presentí and
among them were quite a numJunior Red Cross
A baby boy was born early
ber from Lucy and several from Monday morning to Mr. and
(Continued from first page)
Willard. We hope it will not be Mrs. Sam Sharon.
diers and the destitute, homeless
their last visit to this community.
Lawrence Doeling was called mothers, children and Dabies to
visitors.
enjoy
always
We
to the colors Thursday, having give freely of all their worn
ten days ago. Lawrence out blankets, garments, and old
PLEASANTVIEW enlisted
has been anxious to get in the clean materials of all kinds that
Special Correspondence.
service and will give a good ac you will not use any more that
Bro. Perkins filled his regular count of himself.
can be made up into such useful
things.
appointment Sunday at 3 p. m.,
Sergeant J. B. James and wife warm and comfortable
and a good attendance was of Douglas, Arizona, arrived Sun- This the Red Cross workers can
willing to do.
present
So,each
day to visit Mrs. Howell, mother and are
help in whatever
everyone
aiid
Es
near
'Mrs. S. A. East from
of Mrs. James. Upon arriving
was in this section Mr. James was handed a mes- way you can.
tancia
Please send in also all kinds of
Saturday.
sage that his company had been
magazines
to be cut out to ftU
and
to
France
he.left
ordered
night
Sunday
Singing was held
scrap
books
for soldiers and
to
join
at V. B. Manning's, with much immediately for the east
children.
company.
his
interestThe different grades are now
The Moriarty' Chapter cf the beginning work on comfort kits,
Williams, a
Mr. and Mrs.
riontrVitpr nf Mrs. Minnie Will Red Cross has just paid a bill for hospital bags, baby comfort bags,
iams. came in Friday night from supplies amounting to $51.92 and comfort pillows, pin balls, gun
Oklahoma. They will make this $28.50 for membership fee and wipes, hospital pajamas, conhave only $33 50 in the treasury valescent robes and some knittheir home.
Members of the Moriarty Red ting.
Rannie Ma t.irg and wife have Cross:
taken abode in their new home Mrs. Daniels
Mrs. Eastman
near Punta, where they will
For sale cheap, 1 good work
" C. Kinsell
" Coats
farm on the Krieger ranch.
" T.H.Flowers" J.W.Davis team. 1 mare with foal. Inquire'
of Leo Douglas or Farmers and
Savage
" P. W. "
N. A. Lester and family visied
over Sunday with relatives in 11 R. Valentine " True Gray Stockmena Bank.
" R. Kinsell
" Brecklein
the Chapman settlemeir.t
" A.B.Gray
"
Sanders
famiy
have
and
East
Roscoe
" M. Russell
"
Russell
T.N.
moved from Mountainair to this
" Hodgson
Reserve strength for mother-hoo- d
community, where he is holding " J. C. Webb
"
"
is of two-fol- d
importance
Moulton
Williams
J.
a few
" Longino and thoughtful women before
"
Davis
P.
G.
Miss Isabelle Clark is at home
" Lee Cullers " Greenfield and after maternity take
again from school at Willard, and
" W.M.Neei " Gomez
during the term
will not
" J. M. Smith " Marsh
" R. H. Harper " Hamilton
Mrs. G. W. Brunner attended
church services Sunday, after
Mr. and Mrs- Apderson, Ramseveral months confinement to sey, Gilbert. Fincke, Dannevik,
her home with illness.
Dr. and Mrs. Wiggins.
It supplies pure cod liver oil
Misses Palmer, Webb, Gilbert,
The roseola plague has about
for rich blood and contains
subsided and health conditions Cassa and Kathryn Flowers.
Messrs. Ash, J. Sawyer, Leo- lime .and soda with medicinal
are about normal again.
nard Shockey, Farley, Holdridge glycerine, all important ingredients for strencrthenincr thn
and J. Chaddick. MORIARTY
nervous system and furnishing
to
like
would
Chapter
The
From the Moriarty Messenger.
abundant nourishment
Walter Sylvester and family have every person on the roll.
It is free from alcohol
Wawill move to Madrid where
Insist on the genuine.
For sale, work horses, mare?,
lter is employed.
The Norwegian cod liver oil in
broke,
Scott's Enndsio is now rr fined In our
part
horses,
saddle
and
Messrs. Arnold. W. M. Neel
okh American laboratories waickt
W.
G.
Fair size.
makes it pure and palatable.
and J. M. Smith are Albuquerque partunbroke.
ScoU & Itownc, motrmocrd. N J.
4
Felton, 4 miles east of Mcintosh.
visitors this week.
Monday
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